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Geology of an area astride the Billefjordenn fault zone, 
northern Dicksonland, Spitsbergen, Svalbard 
DONALD L. LAMAR and D.N. DOUGLASS 
Lamar, D.L. & Douglass. D.N. 1995: Geology of an area astride the Billcfjordenn fault zone, northcrn 
Dicksonland, Spitsbergen, Svalbard. Norsk Polarinstitutt S krifter 197. 
The area invcstigatcd is locatcd astride the north-south trending Billefjordcn fault zone. a major structural 
fealUre of central Spitsbergen. Basement rocks consist of Precambrian Hecla Hoek schist. gneiss. and 
amphibolite, which oecur within a fault-bounded block. Devonian Old Red Sandstone rocks of the Wood 
Bay and overiying Grey Hoek Groups are exposed within and west of the Billefjorden fault zone. From 
boltom to top the Wood Bay Group is divided into the Kapp Kjeldsen, Keltiefjellet. and Stjørdalen 
Formatlons which con sist of conglomerate, sandstone. and mudstone comprising a fining-upward tluvial 
sequcnce; the Wood Bay Group has a maximum thickncss of 2600 m in the western portion of the arca 
and thins to less than 1000 m in the eastern portion of the arca. Fluvial channel proeesses predominated 
during deposition of the lower portion of the Wood Bay sequence; the middlc portion was a transition 
from channel to levee and ftood basin environments, and the upper por!ion consists of tlood basin sediments 
with calcareous paleosol horizons. Interbeds within these tluvial sediments contain trace fossils suggesting 
periods of marine and bracklsh water conditlons. The Grey Hoek Group, represented by the Skamdalen 
Member of the Gjelsvikfjellet Formation, consists of 100 to 400 m of intcrbeddcd mudstone and minor 
sandstone with abundant plant debris deposited on ftoodplains and in marginal marine swamps. Devonian 
Old Red Sandstone rocks of the Wood Bay and Grey Hoek Groups and older units exposed northwest of 
the area studied wcrc deposited in a half-graben with an active western margin and inactive eastern margin. 
Devonian Mimerbukta Sandslone consisting of quartzite, shale and siltstone occurs as tightly folded fault 
bounded slices within the Billefjorden fault zone; the stratigraphic rclationship of the Mimerbukta Sand­
stone to the other Devonian rock units is not known. 
The oldest Carboniferous unit, the Hørbyebreen Formation of the Billefjorden Group. consists of Huvial 
to marginal marine conglomerate, sandstone and shale. These sediments oceur as erosional remnants of 
variable thickness resting unconformably on an irrcgular surface of Hecla Hock and Devonian Old Red 
Sandstone throughout Ihe area. A 1 55 m Ihick seclion of the overlying Svenbreen Formation of Ihe 
Billefjorden Group is exposed east of the faull zone_ The Svenbreen Formation consists of a serics of fining 
upward. Huvial cydes composed of sandstone, conglomerate, and mudstone. The 540 to 780 m thiek 
Ebbadalen Formation, lowermost unit of the Gipsdalen Group, rests unconformably on the Svenbreen 
Formation east of the Billefjorden fauU zone. The lower portion of the Ebbadalen Formation is composed 
of sandstonc and black coaly shale overlain by shelly limestone. The midd le part consis!, of anhydrite, 
limestonc, sandstone and mudstone deposited on supratidal sabkhas, as weU as subhdal to intertidal sand 
and mud tlats. Middle Ebbadalen Formation strala interfinger with sandslone and eonglomerate of upper 
Ebbadalen Formation deposited in alluvial fans. Foraminifcra colleeted from the Ebbadalen Formation on 
Trikolorfjellet suggest a late Visean to early Namurian age based on correlations with Ihe Lisburne Group 
of Alaska. The overlying Nordenskioldbreen Formation of the GipsdaIen Group consists of limestone 
resting unconformably on the Hørbyebreen and Ebbadalen Formations_ Quaternary sediments eonsisl of 
glaciaJ, bcach. lake, tidal flat, and marine deposils, alluvium. talus, and landslide debris. 
The Billefjorden fault zone is a 2 to 4 km wide zone of parallei and anastomosing faults trending N4°W. 
Movement on two east-west trcnding faults occurred prior lo displacement on the Billefjorden fault zone. 
Thc BaUiolbreen fault, the principal strand of the Billefjorden faull zone, has reversc separat ion which 
juxtaposcs Hecla Hoek metamorphic rocks on the east against Devonian Old Red Sandstone on the west. 
Prior lo being overlain by Carboniferous rocks, the Balliolbreen fault dipped 61' to 63°E; other strands of 
the Billefjorden fault lOne dip 39° to 68". Near the fal.1t lOne folds are tight and overturned; away from 
the fault zone to the west folds are open and upright. Fold axes and Ihrust faults with maximum separalions 
of a few hundred meters have sinuous patterns and trends ranging from N400E to N4SoW; they do not 
intersect the fault zone with the eonsistent trend charaeteristic of strike-slip faults. The moderate dip of 
individual strands of the Billefjorden fault zone and the pattern of associated folds suggest east-west 
compression and predominantly reverse-slip. Major displaeement occurred after deposition of Devonian 
Old Red Sandstone and prior to deposition of Carboniferous sediments. 
Donald L. Lamar, 3891 Ashford Drive. Eugene, Oregon 97405, USA; David N. Douglass, Department of 









Background and purpose 
The Billefjorden fault zone is a major tectonic 
lineament striking north-south through central 
Spitsbergen (Fig. 1). In the area between Aust­
fjorden and Billefjorden, the fault consists of a 2 
to 4 km wide zone of severai nea ri y parallei faults; 
the Balliolbreen fault, the major strand forms a 
distinct boundary between Devonian Old Red 
Sandstone on the west and metamorphosed pre-
D. L. LAMAR & D. N. DOUGLASS 
late Silurian Reda Roek rocks on the east. Reda 
Hoek rocks are also extensively exposed in Ny 
Friesland, east of the inferred northern con­
tinuation of the fault zone beneath Austfjorden­
Wijdefjorden (Fig. 1). Faulted and folded Old 
Red Sandstone rocks composed of siltstone, sand­
stone and conglomerate of early and middle 
Devonian age are exposed west of the Bille­
fjorden fault zone (Harland et al. 1974). Based 
primarily on the regional distribution of the Heda 
Hoek and equivalent pre-late Silurian Caledonide 
rocks in Spitsbergen, Greenland and Arctic 


























Fig. l. Geologic map of a portion 
of Spitsbergen generalized from 
Orvin (1940) and showing 
Billefjorden fault zone (BFZ) and 
outline of Fig. 2. Symbols: CM, 
undifferentiated Cenozic and 
Mesozoic rocks; CP, 
undifferentiated Permian and 
Carboniferous rocks; ORS, Old 
200 Red Sandstone; hh, Hecla Hoek. 
7 Billefjordenn fault zone 
(1972) and Harland & Wright (1979) have pro­
posed 200-1000 km of late Devonian left-slip on 
the Billefjorden fault zone. The Balliobreen fault, 
the principal strand of the Billefjorden fault zone, 
and folded Old Red Sands tone rocks are overIain 
unconformably by Carboniferous sediments; thus 
the postulated major strike-slip was pre-Car­
boniferous (Harland et al. 1974). 
If the strike-slip occurred in the late Devonian 
following deposition of early and middle 
Devonian Old Red Sandstone rocks, these strata 
should more clearly display secondary structures 
related to st rike-slip than the older, meta­
morphosed Hecla Hoek rocks. Old Red Sand­
stone rocks within and directly adjacent to the 
Billefjorden fauIt zone are best exposed in our 
area of investigation in central Dicksonland (Fig. 
2 and Fig. 3,map at back). The primary purpose 
of our study was to improve knowledge about this 
postulated major strike-slip fault by comparing 
pre-Carboniferous structures (Lamar et al. 1986) 
and sediments (Reed et al. 1986, 1987) along 
the Billefjorden fault zone with structures and 
sediments associated with well-documented 
strike-slip faults. This paper documents the con­
dusions of the above referenced papers with the 
detailed geologic map and structure sections (Fig. 
3) and descriptions of the iithologies and geologic 
structure. 
Because previous work (Harland et al. 1974) 
suggested that major strike-slip on the Bille­
fjorden fault zone was pre-Carboniferous. the 
major thrust of our investigation was study of the 
pre-Carboniferous rocks and structures. We only 
studied the post Old Red Sandstone rocks in 
sufficient detail for mapping; detailed obser­
vations of facies changes and current directions 
in post Old Red Sandstone rocks were not made. 
Previous studies (Cutbill & Challinor 1965; Hol­
!iday & Cutbill 1972; Gjelberg & SteeI 1981; Steel 
& Worsley 1984) have described the se rocks over 
a wider area; we com pare the results of these 
regional studies with our observations. 
Previous work 
In addition to the work referred to above, 
McWhae (1953) described the fault zone and pre­
sented a map of the area between Austfjorden 
and Sassenfjorden. A portion of the area is shown 
on a map presented by Winsnes et al. (1960). 
Friend (1961) and Friend & Moody-Stuart (1972) 
have described the Devonian Old Red Sandstone 
rocks west of the fault zone. Murashov & Mokin 
(1979) also described the Devonian deposits of 
Spitsbergen, including those in our study area. 
Burov & Smevskij (1979) show the generalized 
structure of the fault zone on a regional tectonic 
map of western Spitsbergen. The area is also 
shown on a geologic map of the northern part of 
Spitsbergen (Hjelle & Lauritzen 1982). These 
papers include references to earlier studies. Our 
tieid mapping at a scale of 1:12,500 (reduced to 
1:25,000, Fig. 3, map in pocket at back), is more 
detailed than previous regional studies. 
Physical features 
The area is situated on the southwest shore of 
Austfjorden and west of the glacier, Mittag-Lef­
flerbreen, which flows north into Austfjorden 
(Fig. 4). Ålandselva, the southernmost stream 
valley, is dam med by Mittag-Leffterbreen to form 
a lake, Ålandsvatnet; drainage from Ålandsvat­
net follows the west side of Mittag-Leffterbreen 
and empties into the head of Austfjorden. To the 
north, Zeipeldalen and Hiderindalen are major 
stream valleys which drain north east directly into 
Austfjorden. Nathorstdalen drains west into 
Dicksonfjorden, 12 km southwest of our map area 
(Fig. 1). The head waters of the major stream 
valleys contain glaciers whose meltwater provides 
the major portion of stream flow. During the 
warmest part of the season in early July even 
small streams, such as that in Jaderindalen, had 
sufticient flow to make crossing difficult. In con­
trast, during late August when temperatures were 
lower it was quite easy to cross the mouth of 
Zeipeldalen, the largest stream in the area. 
Gråpiggen, the highest point within the area 
mapped has an elevation of 1132 m. Hillslopes 
have an average slope of 20 to 25°. Steep. near­
vertical slopes occur ne ar the west margins of 
Mittag-Leffterbreen and Cambridgebreen, where 
previously higher levels of these glaciers have 
removed bedrock. Steep slopes also occur in flat 
lying Carboniferous sandstone and conglomerate 
on Abeltoppen and Gråpiggen and along the mar­
gins of resistant Hecla Hoek metamorphic rock 
outcrops on Odellfjellet and Sentinelfjellet. 
Because of a fairly widespread cover of talus and 
colluvium on the hillsides, the best rock exposures 
occur on ridges and along streams. 
co 
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Scala, km 
Flg" 2. Generalized geologic map of Billefjorden fault zone in Dicksonland between Austfjorden and Billefjorden showing location 
of area studicd in detail (Fig" 3), modified from Hjelle and Lauritzen (1982). Symhol,: Q, Quaternary Deposits: CP, middle to 




9 Billefjordenn fault zone 
A 1:25,000 scale topographic map was prepared 
by Ertec Airborne Inc. from 1:50,000 
scale black and white air photographs borrowed 
from the Norsk Polarinstitutt, Oslo. Field map­
ping was accomplished on 1:12,500 scale enlarge­
ments of the topographic map and the air 
photographs were used for guidanee during the 
tield work. Detailed stratigraphic sections were 
measured a Jacob's staff and clinometer. 










Stratigraphy (inc1udes contributions 
from W.E. Reed) 
Fig. 5 summarizes the thicknesses and strati­
graphie and structural relationships of the pre­
Quaternary rock units in relationship to the Bil­
lefjorden fault zone. Pre-Quaternary rock units 
consist of: a fault slice of Hecla Hoek series 
metamorphic rocks, Devonian Old Red Sand­
stone and Carboniferous sediments. Quaternary 
sedimentary rock units consist of alluvium, talus, 
landslide debris, glacial, beach, lake, tidal flat, 
and marine deposits. 
Hecla Hoek 
Metamorphic rocks of the Hecla Hoek series 
exposed on Spitsbergen (Fig. 1) and Nor­
daustiandet range in age from Precambrian to 
D. L LAMAR & D. N. DOUGLASS 
Ordovician. Metamorphic grade of the Hecla 
Hoek generally increases downward in the strati­
graphie sequence; the youngest rocks are only 
mildly metamorphosed, whereas Precambrian 
rocks of north-central Spitsbergen consist of a 
crystalline base ment complex of gneissic rocks 
(Harland 1959; Birkenmajer 1981), 
Hecla Hoek rocks within the mapped area are 
confined to a north-south trending, fault bounded 
zone which has a maximum width of 900 m (Fig. 
3). These rocks consist of amphibolites, schists 
and gneisses; augen gneiss is abundant locally. 
Primary compositional foliation stands nearly ver­
!ical, and the rocks are com mon ly highly sheared. 
Locally the unit contains small scale (meters) 
isoclinal folds; fold axes trend a few degrees west 
of north, and plunge about 45° north. Major joint 
sets are oriented at approximately N300E, 
NlOoW, N600E and N70oW. According to Har­
land et al. (1974) these rocks belong to the Pre­
cambrian Harkerbreen Group. 








































Fig. 5. Diagrammatie section showing pre·Quaternary rock units across area adjacent to the Billefjorden fau!t rone. Thicknesses 
of sedimentary rock units shown approximately to scale. The repetition of the Billefjorden Group on the side bar iIIustrates the 
offset of the group by the Odellfjellet fault. 
1 1  Billefjordenn tault zone 
Devonian Old Red Sandstone 
Devonian Old Red Sandstone rock units within 
the area are the Kapp Kjeldsen, Keltiefjellet and 
Stjørdalen Formations of the Wood Bay Group 
overlain by the Skam dalen Member of the 
Gjelsvikfjellet Formation of the Grey Hoek 
Group; the Mimerbukta Sandstone occurs as fault 
bounded blocks and slivers within the Billefjorden 
fault zone (Fig. 5). These rocks are of Siegenian, 
Emsian and possibly Eifelian age (Friend 1961; 
Murashov & Mokin 1979). 
Wood Bay Group 
Previous Work.-Strata exposed around Wood­
fjorden (Fig. 1) were originally named the Wood 
Bav Series by Holtedahl (1914a,b). Based on 
mdre detailed study of exposuTt!S in the same 
area, Føyn & Hei;tz (1943) divided the Wood 
Bay Series into the Kapp Kjeldsen, Lykta, and 
Stjørdalen Faunal Divisions. Friend (1961) 
renamed the Lykta Division the Keltiefjellet Divi­
sion. In Dicksonland, Friend (1961) divided the 
Wood Bay Series into the Austfjorden and Dick­
sonfjorden Sandstones. More recently Friend et 
al. (1966) abandoned the above lithologic divi­
sjons and redefined the W ood Bay Series as the 
Wood Bay Fonnation with local members. 
According to Murashov & Mokin (1979) the 
divisions originally defined by Føyn & Heintz 
(1943) can be recognized throughout the area of 
Devonian exposure in north-central Spitsbergen, 
including the area covered by this investigation. 
Murashov & Mokin (1979) redefined the Wood 
Bay Group to include the Kapp Kjeldsen, Kei­
tiefjellet and Stjørdalen Formations. In our 
detailed geologic mapping, we have recognized 
the three formations in the Wood Bay Group 
defined by Murashov & Mokin (1979). 
Kapp Kjeldsen Formation.-Føyn & Heintz 
(1943) report 1000-1500 m of Kapp Kjeldsen on 
Grevefjellet at the south end of Woodfjorden, 60 
km to the northwest of the area studied (Fig. 1). 
The base of this formation is not exposed in the 
area studied. The maximum thickness of 710 m 
within the mapped area occurs on the south side 
of Ålandselva. We measured 210 m of Kapp 
Kjeldsen Formation (Egs. 6 and 7) on t?e s uth 
side of Jåderindalen on a northwest trendmg ndge 
located N45°W, 1.4 km from the summit of 
Odellfjellet (Fig. 3). 
The unit eonsists primarily o f  carbonate 
cemented, medium-grained, yellow-gray, lithic 
arkosie waekes, with subordinate red-brown silt­
stones and mudstones. Areas underlain by Kapp 
Kjeldsen Formation are dominated by flaggy 
taIus composed of yellow sandstone. The contact 
between the Kapp Kjeldsen Formation and the 
overlying Keltiefjellet Formation occurs at the 
top of the "pale beds," i.e., a transition from 
predominantly yellow gray, flaggy sandstones to 
primarily red or green beds (Friend 1961). The 
transition is abrupt and clearly defined in the 
Ioeal area of the measured seetion in Jad­
erindalen (Fig. 7); however, to the north the 
contaet is gradational, and transitional strata, 
consisting of yellow gray flaggy sandstone 
characteristie of the Kapp Kjeldsen Formation, 
interfinger with red and green sandstone and 
mudstone (up to 25%) typical of the overlying 
Keltiefjellet Formation. Individual sand bo dies 
within the Kapp Kjeidsen and Keltiefjellet pin­
chout to the east. These interfingering relation­
ships, shown diagrammatically on the structure 
sections (Fig. 3), could not be shown in detail 
on the geologic map because the contacts cannot 
be followed beneath talus and ice between the 
ridge crest exposures. We have defined a map 
unit (Dkkg, Eg. 3) comprising these transitional 
rocks between the Kapp Kjeldsen and Keltie­
fjellet Forrnations. 
The sandstone bodies of the Kapp Kjeidsen 
Formation are divided into two types with 
distirtct sedimentary structures: 1. parallei, wavy 
or ripple cross-Iamination, 2. pronounced planar 
to epsilon cross-beds (Allen 1963) and channels 
(Figs. 6 and 7). Beds exhibiting channel st ruc­
tures of ten contain zones of pebble con­
glomerate composed of sandstone, quartzite and 
metamorphic clasts. These cross-bedded and 
ch anneled sandstones are interpreted to be flu­
vial channel deposits. Finer grained, rippIe-cross 
Iaminated sand bo dies occur either as thin beds 
intercalated with brown to green mudstone or 
as thicker, rippled to plain laminated beds. The 
thin, interbedded sandstone and mudstone units 
are interpreted as fluvial channel-proximaJ 
(levee) deposits. The thicker, of ten graded sand­
sto nes are interpreted to be single event, cre­
vasse-splay deposits: Where we measured section 
(Egs. 6 and 7) the Kapp Kjeldsen Formation is 
interpreted to be composed of approximately 60% 
fluvial channel facies, 34% levee facies and 6% 
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Thickness 	 (m) 
Interbedded sands tone (fine to medium), vellowish (5Y 7/2). 
12.8 	 yellowish orange (IOYR 6/6) and yello ish brown 5/4) 
arkosie wacke aud siltstone, olive gray (SY 3/2)  Beds 0.5 to 
l cm, bed set. 0.05 to O.l m. 
yellow gray (SY 7/2) lithic arkosie wacke. 
Micaceous. O.l to l CID, bed sets to 10 cm. Small-seale 
- epsilon and cross lamination. 
Sandstone light oUve gray (SY 6/1) lithic arkosie wacke. and 
pebble conglomerate  pebbles lnclude sands tone fine to very fine), 
___  	 vein quartz, red quartzite, and dark metamorphics. Zones exhibit 
3.0 	 epsilon cross-beds. 
lnterbedded sandstone (medium), yellowish brown (lOYR 6/2) arkosie 
wacke1 grading luto grayish orange (lOYR 7/4) arkosie wacke, and 
8.7 	 mudstone, black (5Y 2/2), dark (5G 4/1), yellowish 
(5Y 7/2) and brownish gray (SYR beds at base are 
Thinly laminated  be ds 0.5 to 2 cm, bed sets to 0.5 m; 
epsilon cross-beds. 
4.5 	 Sandstone (medium to coarse), yellowish gray (SY 7/2) arkosie arenite. 

Calcite ceClent. At base of unit is mud clast conglomerate. 

6.0 	 Mudstone, variegated (reddish brown, lOR 3/4; grayish brown. 5YR 3/2; 

and light greenish gray, S(.'Y 8/1). 

Sands tone (medium) moderate yellowish brown (IOYR 5/4) lithic arkoscc 
arenite. Calcite cement. Beds 3 to 5 cm, bed sets to 3 ffi. Eps lon12.3 
and planar (?) cross-beds. At 7.4 ill above base is a mud clast 
cong lome rate , 10% clasts, pale o1ive gray, (lOYR 8/2). 
lnterbedded sandstone (medium to very fine) (IOYR 5/6), 
dark greenis;' (5GY 4/l), and gray (5GY , quartz 
wacke, arkosie and lithic arkosie wacke, friable with concretions, 
siltstone, dark greenish gray (SG 4/1) and dark reddlsh brown (lOR 3;4), 
and mudstone, grayish brown (SYR 3/2), fissile micaceous. 
Sands tone (medi um) gray (5GY 6/ l) and ( SY 7/2) 
arkosie wacke quartz wacke. Finely to cm beds. 
'/ Wavy cross-beds, flame structures, complex epsilon cross-bedding,
5 0. slump fOlds, ball and pillow structure; rapid vertical and horizontal 
variation in sedimentary st1 uclu'-es. 
Interbedded sandstone (f:ine) pale yellowish brow1". (lOYR 6/2) quartz 
wacke; finely laminated, ripple drift cross-laminat ion; and mudstone, 
grayish brown (SYR 2/2), micaceous. Unit is ca. sandstone. 
2.8 Cove ed. Talus indicates sandstene (very fine)  grayish red (SR 4/2) 
arkosie wacke  Micaceous. 
Sandstone (medium to coarse)J yellowish gray (SY 7/2) arkosie arenite. 
Zenes of pebble conglomerate including mud clasts) quart7:ite. 
Epsilon cross-beds, beds 3-10 cm., bed sets to L m. 
8.8 Sands tone (fine), gray (SGY 4/1) arkosie wacke. Fissi le, 
flaggy, partly 
l2.8 Sands tone (rnedcurn), light oEve gray (SY 6/1) to oUve gray (5Y 4/1), 
arkosie wacke. Several with epsilon cross-beds. bed seta 
0.05 to 0,5 m. Load casts on sorne beds. Flaggy. 

Base covered with talus. 

Fig. 6. Columnar section of lower portion of Kapp Kjeldsen Formation exposed on southeast side of Jiiderindalen. 1.4 km 





Billefjordenn [ault zone 
Thickness (m)Meters 
Siltstone, base of Keltiefjellet Formation 
Sandstone (medium), grayish orange (lOYR 7/4) lithic arkosle wacke. 
Beds l to 10 cm, bed sets 0.5 to L m; epsilon and pi cross­
stratification. 
li./; 
lnterbedded mudstone, light greenish gray (SG 8/1) and sandstone 
(fine) yellowish gray (SY arkosie wacke. 
9.0 	 Sands tone (medium), yellowish gray (SY 7/2) lithie arkosie wacke. 
Beds 3 to 10 cm, bed sets 0.5 to 1.5 Ol; epsilon and pi cross­
stratification. Severai thin (O. Ol) zones of mud clast cong­
glomerates. 
Interbedded mudstone, red (lOR 4/2) and o:'ive gray 
9.8 	 (5Y 6/1), root fissile, and sandstone to medium) 
yellowish gray and grayish (lOYR 7,4) arkosic 
wacke. Ripple cross-lami nated, beds 0_ to cm, bed Sf."ts to ,O cm. 
lnterbedded mudstone. pale brown (5YR 5/2) and moderate brown 
(SYR 3/4),. fissile, silt y, abundant calcareous nodules (up toli. O 
4 cm) in zones and sandstone (medium to very fine) greenish gray 
(SGY 6/1) lithic arkosie wackcy Ripple cross-laminated, beds 
OQ5 to 1 cm, bed sets O.l cmg 
18.9 Sands tone (medium) ye.ilowish (SG 7/2) arkosie wacke. Beds l to 
2 cm, bed sets 0.15 m  ct"oss-beds throughout. Channels 
(up to l m) of pabble conglomerate. 
150 
Mudstone, reddish brown (SYR 3/4), siltY ; root mottled. Thin (0.3 m) 
lenses of sandstone (fine), greencsh gray (SGY 6/1) arkosie wacke. 
7.5 
Sandston" (medium) yellowish 
to l cm, bed sets O.l m. 
(Sy 1/2) l1thic arkosie wacke. Beds 
cross-laminated with inteTbeds of 
epsilon cross-stratifjcation. 
Interbedded mudstone, yellowish brown (lOYR 6/·2), sandstone (yery fine) 
3.6 yellowish gray (SY 7/2) and siltstone, moderate brown (5YR 3/4). 
Thinly laminated. 
Il. 2 Sandstone (medium), yellowish gray (SY 7/2)  lithic arkosie arenite. 
Beds l to 5 cm, bed sets to l m. Epsilon cross-beds. Channe1s 
(0.5 to l m) conglomerate. pebbles incl ude sandstane 
(fine) and Matrix is coarse sandstone. 
5.3 
Covered. 
Interbedded mudstone, variegated (grayish red, SR 4/2; gray, 
5GY 6/1; and grayish orange, lOYR 7/4) and sands tone to medium) 
yellowish gray (SY 7/2) arkosie wacke, epsilon cross-beds, lenticular. 
Sands tone (medium to fine), dark yellow brown (lOYR 4/2) arkosie wacke. 
Beds 0.5 to l cm, internally laminated, bed sets to O. 1m. Ripple 
cross-larnination abruptly near top of bed to cut-and-fill 
structures with epsilon 
Fig. 7. Columnar section of upper portion of Kapp Kjeldsen Formalion exposed on southeast side of Jliderindalen, 1.4 km 
northwest of summit of Odellfjellet; map coordinates: N8758560. E525820 to N8758430, E526060. 
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STJORDALENKAPP KJELOSEN KEL TIEFJELLET 
Keltiefjellet Formation.-Føyn & Heintz (1943) 
report 600-700 m of Keltiefjellet Formation on 
Scott Keltiefjellet directly east of Woodfjorden, 
55 km northwest of the area studied (Fig. 1). We 
measured 158 m of Keltiefjellet Formation south 
of Jaderindalen (Figs. 9 and 10). The unit thickens 
rapidly from 100 m in the east to a maximum of 
1700 m in the western portion of the mapped area 
on the slope southwest of Sophus Liefjellet (Fig. 
11). 
Sandstones of the Keltiefjellet Formation differ 
from those of the Kapp Kjeldsen Formation, pri­
marily by their green to red-brown color and 
thinner bedding. Epsilon crossbeds occur in the 
thicker units. Although, the frequency of chan­
ne Is and sand bed thickness are less than in the 
Kapp Kjeldsen Formation, fiuvial channel, levee 
and crevasse-splay sandstones, as described in the 
Kapp Kjeldsen Formation, all occur in the Keltie­
fjellet Formation. In addition, there are thick, 
massive to laminated red-brown mudstones which 
often exhibit root-mottling (Fig. 12) and contain 
carbonate nodules (diseussed below). These mud­
stones are interpreted to be channel-distal fiood­
plain deposits. Within the Keltiefjellet Formation 
measured section (Figs. 9 and 10) channel facies 
are more prominent in the lower 60 m and fiood­
plain deposits are more abundant in the upper part 
of the section; the formation as a whole consists 
of approximately 19% channel fades, 37% levee 
fad es , 35% fioodplain facies and 9% crevasse­
splay facies (Fig. 8). 
Murashov & Mokin (1979) place the contact 
between the KeItiefjeliet Formation and the over­
Iying Stjørdalen Formation at the top of "The last 
Fig. 8. Bar graphs showing 
percentages of different 
depositional facies in the 
formations of the Wood Bay 
Group. 
thick (15 m) bed of green cross-bedded sandstone 
of uniform occurrence." For utility in mapping, 
we have placed the KeltiefjeIlet- Stjørdalen For­
mation contact at the base of an easily recognized, 
well exposed carbonate unit (Fig. 10) which is 
persistent throughout our study area. This car­
bonate bed, diseussed below, is interpreted to be 
a pedogenic calcrete. The calcrete is located 5.7 
m above 13.1 m of interbedded cross-bedded 
green sandstone and mudstone (Fig. 10), which 
may correspond to the top of the Keltiefjellet 
Formation as defined by Murashov & Mokin 
(1979). 
Stiørdalen Formation.-Føyn & Heintz (1943) 
report about 500 m of Stjørdalen Formation 
directly north of Stjørdalen on the east coast of 
Woodfjorden (Fig. 1) 70 km to the northwest 
of our area. We measured 42 m of Stjørdalen 
Formation south of Jiiderindalen (Fig. 10). Map­
ping indicates a general increase in thickness of 
the Stjørdalen Formation from east to west; 
within the mapped area the maximum thickness 
of 200 m occurs on the northwest slope of Bul­
manfjellet (Fig. 13). Variations in thickness of 
the Stjørdalen Formation (Fig. 13) may be partly 
the res ult of erosion prior to deposition of the 
overlying units. An unconformity also is indicated 
by a change in the average attitude of bedding 
from N32°W, 25°W in the Stjørdalen Formation 
to N67°E, BOS in the overlying Skamdalen Mem­
ber of the Gjelsvikfjellet Formation (Fig. 5). 
The Stjørdalen Formation is predominantly 
bright red to brown mudstone and siltstone, with 








Billefjordenn tault zone 
stone. Many of the mudstone layers show promi­ plain deposits, whereas the interbedded sand­
nent root-mottling, as well as calcareous nodule stones are interpreted to be channel-proximal 
horizons (diseussed below). The carbonate and (levee) deposits, as described above. In the 
mudstone units are interpreted to be distal fiood- measured section (Fig. 10) the Stjørdalen For­
100 Meters 
!blekness (m) 
Sanrl tone (medium) moderate brown (SYR 3/4) quartz waeke. Dark3.8 
f erruginous matrix. Thinly laminated (0.2 bed sets to 
0.25 m. 	 Fissile. Ripple eross-1amination. 
Mudstone, moderate brown (SYR 3/4), f1ss11e. Carbonate nodu1es 
(1 cm) abundant in zones. Thin interbeds of sandstone (fine 
to very fine) greenish gray (SG 6/1) arkosle wacke. Same 
sands tone beds show thin pebble (interelastie) conglornerate 
zones. 
27.1 
Sands tone (medium) greenish gray (SG 4/1) lithic arkosie wacke. 
Thin1y laminated ( < l cm), bed seta to 0.5 m. Parallei bedding ) and ripple cross-laminated. 
Interbedded mudstone,moderate brown (SYR 4/4) and sands tone (fine 
_ to medium) gray (5GY 61 l and SG 6/1) with moderate 
brown (SYR mott les, arkasle wacke. Pebble zone (5 cm 
6.2;:'	thick) at base, pebbles primarily fine sandstone. Fissile and 
thinly laminated ( < l cm), with bed sets to l m, small seale 
festoon and ripple cross-beds. 
Mudstone, 	 light brown (SYR 6/4), t hlnly laminated, fissile; with 
6.8 / 	 minar interbeds of sands tone (very fine) grayish red (SR 4/2) 
quartz wacke. Carbonate nodules in mudstones. 
pebb1e eonglomerate, oUve gray (SY 3/2); 50% "lasts 
consisting of carbonate and fine sandstone, and sandstone 
6.1 (medium to eoarse) olive gray (5Y 3/2) lithie arkosie wacke. 
Interbedded mudstone variegated light brown (5YR 5/6) and grayish 
orange pink (SYR , carbonate nodules ca. cm. and root 
mott1ed, and sandstone (fine to medium) olive gray (SY 3.2) 
9.0 	 and graylsh red (SR 4/2) waeke, dark ferrugenous matrix, 
tbinly laminated (0.5 , bed sets to 0.2 m., ripple crosg­
lamination, small scale epsilon cross-beds. 
Sands tone (medium to fine), greenish (SG 6/1) arkasic wacke. 
___ Thinly laminated (0.5 cm), witb seta to 0.2 ffi. Ripple cross­
4.9 
Laminated. 
Sandatone (medium) greenish gray (SG 6/1) lithic arkosie wacke. 
Thinly laminated wi t.h ripp le cross-laminat ion  ripple dri fe 
cross-lamination, small-scale epsilon cross-beds. Bed thicknesses 
1 to 2 cm., bed sets to 0.2 m. 
Interbedded sandstone (fine) greenish gray (SG 6/1) and red 
(lOR 4/2) quartz wacke and lithic arkasle waeke and 
moderate brown (SYR 3/4) and grayish red (lOR 4/2). Massively 
bedded (beds ave rage 25 cm) to thinly laminated. Root mottled. 
Sands tone (very fIne) grayish red (lOR 4/2) arkosie wacke. Thinly5.4 
laminated, root mottled near top. 
Sands tone (medium to fine) greenish gray (SG 6/1) 1ithic arkasic wacke. 
3.6 Beds average l CID, bed s.ets O  l to .D.5 m; epsilon cross-beds. 
Channel features, minor cut-and-fill structures. 
Siltstone, grayish red (SR 4/2), silty. Lower 3.5 ID. has thin inter­6.9 
beds of sandstone (fine to very fine), grayish red (SR 4/2) quartz 
wacke. Very dark ferruginous atrix. Root mott led. 
Sands tone, top of Kapp Kjeldsen Formatlon 
Fig. 9. Columnar section oflower portion of Keltiefjellet Formation exposed on southeast side of Hiderindalen. 4.7 km southwest 
of Overgangshytta; map coordinates: N8758430, E526060 to N8758310, E526200. Sec Fig. Il for localion of section. 
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Sandstone, base of Skamd alen Member of Gje lsvikfjellet Formation 
Interbedded mudstone, moderate bro;m (SYR 3/4), grayish bro,"" 
(SYR 3/2) and greenish gray (SGY 6/1), silt y, with abundant 
carbonate nodules (to 7 cm) and sandstane (medium) greenish 
gray (SG 6/1) arkasic wacke, thinly laminated ( '" l cm), epsilon 
cross-beds, flaggy. 
Interbedded mudstone, moderate bro;m (SYR 3/4) to grayish brown 
(5YR 3/2), and sandsrones (fine) greenish gray (SG 6/1) 
and grayish 4/2) arkosie wackes. 
Interbedded mudstone, ligh t  brown (SYR 3/6) silty, and sandstone 
(medium to very fine) greenish gray (5G 6/1) arkosic wacke, 
thinly laminated (ca. l cm), bed sets to 10 cm, epsilon cross­
beds, root mottled. 
lnterbedded sandstane (fine to very fine), greenish gray (5GY 6/1) 
arkoslc wacke, thinly laminated; and mudstone, moderate brown 
(SYR 3/4). Free of nodules. 
Mudstone, brownish gray (SYR 4/1), moderate brown (SYR 3/4), and 
grayish red (SR 4/2), silty. Carbonate nodules (to 2 cm). 
lnterbedded sands tone (medium to fine) , greenish gray (5GY 6/1)' 
lithic arkosie wacke, and mudstone, brownish gray (SYR 4/1) to 
moderate brown (SYR 3/4), silty, with zones rich in carbonate 
nodules  
Mudstone, pale red brown (IOR 5/4), , calcareous" massive. 
Carbonate n odules (to 5 cm). Thin cm) interbedded sand  
3.6 stones (medium), greenish gray (SG 6/1), ripple cross-l·aminated. 
­ lntraclastic limestone (calerete?). Clasts (up to 10 cm) 
5 ' of quartzite, dark greenish gray (5G 4/1) and moderate ., \ orange pink (lOR 7/4), and limestone (NS). Sparry 
_ calcite cement, white to greenish gray (5GY 6/1) massive. 
Mudstone, moderate reddish brown (lOR 4/6) thin interbeds of 
4. 7'-... g;reenish gray (SGY 6/1). 
Sands tone (medium) greenish gray (5GY 6/1) lithic arkosie wacke. 
3.2 Epsi10n cross-beds throughout, thinly laminated (0.5 cm), bed 
sets to 0.25 m. Interbeds of mudstone  oderate brown (SYR 4/4)' 
5.2 Interbedded sandstone (medium) greenish (5GY 6/1) lithic \ arkosie wacke, thinly 1aminated (O.S , bed sets to 0.25 m, 
-­ smal -scale festoon and " convolute zone, and 
n1udsto E't moderate brown
5.9 Interbedded tr.udstone, pale brown (SYR 5/2), fissile and sandstone 
___\ (fine to medium) grayish red (lOR 4/2) arkosie wacke and lithic 
arkosie wacke, rnicaceous, thinl y laminated (0.5 cm). Root 
m ottled and bioturbated. 
Interbedded mudstone, light brown (SYR 5/6) and moderate brown 
(SYR 3/4) and sandstone (fi n e  to medium) grayish red (SR 4(2) 
lithic arkosie wacke, dark ferruginous rnatrix, thinly laminated 




'Mudstone, light brown (SYR 5/6) with minor greenish gray (SG 6jl) 
interbeds. Lenticul;r sands (0.2 to 1.0 m) near base • 
lnterbedded mudstone, light brown (SYR 5/6) and greenish gray 
(SG and sands tone (medium to coarse) grayish brown 
(SYR • greenish gray (5GY 6/1) and grayish green (SG 6/1) 
arkosie wacke and lithic arkosie wacke, ripple cross-laminated, 
thin1y laminated (O.l to 1.0 cm), bed sets to 0.2 m, thin zones 
rich in intraclastic pebbles. 
20.5 Covered. Probably mudstone. 






























Fig. 11. lsopach map showing distribution and thieknesses of Keltiefjellet Formation scaled from geologic map and mcasured 
sections (*) (Figs. 9 and 10). 
mation is composed of: 43% channel proximal 
(Ievee) deposits; 52% fioodplain deposits and 5% 
crevasse splay deposits (Fig. 8). 
Trace fossils from Wood Bay Group (by J.D. 
Farmer).-Trace fossils, including Cruziana, 
were reported previously from the Kapp Kjeldsen 
Formation of the Wood Bay Group in other areas 
of Spitsbergen (Goujet 1984). We have found 
Rusophycus (Fig. 14A) and Cruziana (Fig. 14B) 
in the Keltiefjellet Formation at Jaderindalen and 
Zeipeldalen, where they are preserved as convex 
hyporeliefs in channel or crevasse-splay sand­
stones. These ichnogenera are interpreted 10 be 
resting (Rusophycus) and feeding (Cruziana) 
traces of arthropods (Hantzschell 1975). Similar 
bilobate traces of smaller size (Fig. 14E) are ident­
ified as lsopodichnus on the basis of transverse 
striae oriented perpendicular to the median 
groove, and occasional expanded burrow endings 
Fig. 10. Columnar scclions of upper portion of Keltiefjellet Formation and Stjørdalen Formation exposed on southeast side of 
Jliderindalen. Keltiefjellet Formation section localed 4.7 km soulhwesl of Overgangshytta; map coordinates: N8758430, E526060 
lo N875831O, E526200. SljØrdalen Formation section located 6.0 km southwest of Overgangshytta; map coordinales: N8757580, 
E525140 10 N8757340, E525230. Sec Figs.ll and 13 for locations of sections. 
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(Trewin 1976). Isopodichnus is preserved as con­
vex hyporeliefs in floodplain siltstones of the 
Upper Keltiefjellet and Lower Stjørdalen For­
mations, at Stjørdalen. Isopodichnus has been 
interpreted to be resting and/or feeding traces of 
small arthropods, perhaps freshwater phyllopods 
or other entomostracans (Trewin 1976). 
However, distinction of Isopodichnus from small 
Cruziana is difficult (see Trewin 1976; Seilacher 
1985), and these traces cannot be used reliably as 
paleosalinity indicators. Merostomichnites (Fig. 
14D) is preserved in concave epirelief on the 
upper surfaces of thinly-bedded, medium-grained 
channel sands tones of the Keltiefjellet Formation 
at Jaderindalen. Such traces were interpreted by 
Størmer (t934) to be trackways of eurypterids or 
similar arthropods. 
Bean-shaped, beaded traces identified as Lock­
eia (Fig. 14C) are preserved in convex hyporelief 
on the undersurfaces of channel sandstones of the 
Keltiefjellet Formation at 13derindalen. Large, 
back-filled burrows identified as Taenidium are 
Fig. 12. Root moltled silt stone 
beneath sandstone, Keltiefjellet 
Formatian south of Jaderindalen. 
abundant in fine-grained levee or channel-margio 
sandstones of the Keltiefjellet and Stjørdalen For­
mations at l3derindalen and Zeipeldalen (Fig. 
15A). These typically large, back-filled traces are 
simiJar to those described from Devonian, non­
marine sequences elsewhere (Webby 1968; Gev­
ers et al. 1971; D'Allesandro & Bromley 1987; 
Bruck, et al. 1985; Allen & Williams 1981). 
Large, 10ngitudinaJly striated burrows aver­
aging 3.3 cm in diameter and up to 15 cm tO length 
(Fig. 15B), are preserved in convex hyporelief 
on the bases of thick channel sandstones at two 
horizons (38 and 128 meters) above the base of 
the Keltiefjellet Formation. The burrows do not 
branch. Their cross-cutting relationships indicate 
a biogenic origin, but their taxanomic affinity is 
unknown. Their large size suggests they may have 
been produced by fish. PIanolites, a smaller 
unbranched burrow (diameter 15 mm) lacking 
back-filling, is a com mon hypichnial and ind­
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Fig. 13. Isopach map showing distribution and thicknesses of Stjørdalen Formation scaled from geologic map and measurcd scction 
(' ) (Fig. 10). 
Mud-filled, branching burrows (Figure I5C) 
are common in middle sandstones of the Stjør· 
dalen Formation at Zeipeldalen. The burrows 
bear a superficial resemblance to Chondrites, but 
differ in their st yle of dichotomous branching (A. 
Rindsberg, personal communication). 
Unique tri-lobate traces (Fig. ISE), are pre­
served in convex hyporelief on the base of a 
crevasse splay sandstone near the top of the Kel­
tiefjellet Formation. The traces average 4 cm in 
width and do not overlap. The tri-lobate mor­
phology is unlike any previously descrtbed ich­
nogenera. They are interpreted to be shallow 
resting traces of small fish that became stranded 
in an ephemeral fioodplain lake. If this inter­
pretation is correct, they represent the earliest 
fish trace fossils yet described. 
Goujet (1984) and Janvier (1985) have, on the 
basis of fossil fish faunas. suggested that the Wood 
Bay Group was deposited in a marginal marine 
setting. However, the lithologies and sedimentary 
structures of this succes si on are more typical of 
fiuvial deposition (Denison 1956; Friend 1965; 
Friend et al. 1966: Friend & Moody-Stuart 1972). 
The trace fossil assemblage described here (Ruso­
phycus, Cruziana, lsopodiehnus. Beaconites and 
Merostomichnites) is consistent with such an inter­
pretation, and supports the idea of coastal plain 
fluvial environments lying near sea level which 
were subject to periodic estuarine and marine 
influences. It is possible that detailed micro­
paleontological and ichnological sampling of 
these Wood Bay Group strata may eventually 
reve al a record of marine ineursions similar to 
those that have been doeumented in Old Red 
sequences elsewhere (Miller 1979; eraft & Bridge 
1981). 
Calerete deposits of Wood Bay Group (by W.E. 
Reed) .-The persistent caIcrete horizon at the 
base of the Stjørdalen Formation (Fig. 10) occms 
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calcrete horizon overlies coarse channel sand­ are either strongly prismatie, or exhibit a distinetly 
stones (Fig. 16A), fine levee sandstones and knobby eharaeter (Figs. 16BC). The prisma tie 
f100dbasin mudstones of the Keltiefjellet Forma­ outerop is caused by more or less hexagonaJly 
tion. Exposures of the calcrete horizon generally arranged. vertieal fraetures, spaeed so that the 
Fig. 14. Pholographs of trace fossils from Ihe Wood Bay Group. A. Rusophycus, eonvex hyporeliefs on base of sandslone. Scale 
bar = 2.0 cm. B. Cruziana. eom'ex hyporeliefs on base of sandsIone. Seale bar = 5.0 cm. C. Lockeia, convex hyporeliefs on base 
of sandslone. Scale bar = 3.0cm. D. Merostomichnites, convex hyporeliefs on base of sillslone. Scale bar = 3.0cm. E. 1sopodichnus, 
eonvex hyporeliefs on base of sillslone. Seale bar = 0.5 cm. 
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prisms are approximately 10 to 15 cm across. The character are invariably lenticular, and may be 
lengths of the prisms vary from a few decimeters bounded above or below by the prisma tie ca\crete. 
to over a meter. Outerops exhibiting a knobby Knobby calcretes appear to be an accumulation 
Fig. 15. Photographs of trace fossiIs from the Wood Bay GroIIp. A. Taenidium, er<>ss seetions of severai horizontal and venieal 
endichnial burrows, some showing baek-filling. Sea le bar = 3.0 cm. B. Unidentified "ropy" burrows, preserved as eonvex 
hyporeliefs On base of sandstone bed. Seale bar = 6.0 cm. C. Unidentified branehing mlld-filled endichnial burrows in sandsIone. 
Scale bar = 5.0 cm. D. P/an o/iles , concave hyporeliefs on base of sandstone. Seale bar = 1.0 cm. E. Unidenlified lri-Iobale lraces 
occurring as convex hyporeliefs on base of sandstone. Seale bar = 7.0 cm. 
m 
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Fig. /6. Photographs of calcretes and preserved soil zones. A. Detailed stratigraphy within the Keltiefjellet Formation, showing 
a preserved soil. The A·horizon is interpreted as the massive and the root mOll led zones and the B·horizon is the carbonate nodule 
inlerval. B. Pholograph of lhe lower portion of calerete illustrating lhe lower prismatic zone, overlain by an intervening 0.75 m 
of sandstones and mudstones, overlain in turn by knobby calerete. The breccialed texture of lhe calcrele is visible in the lower 
right corner of the photograph; the dark material is low ferroan caleite, and lhe light is dolomite. C. Prismatic calcrele in gradational 
contact with the underlying sandstones of the Keltiefjellet Formalion. The hammer, near the center of the photograph, is 50 cm 
long. D. Slabbed section of the calcrete. stained with an acidic solution of alizarin red Sand potassium ferricyanide. The dark 
material is mostly low ferroan caleite. which stains purple. and a few lithoclasts of ferroan dolomite, which stain turquoise; the 
unstained light carbonate is dolomite. NOle the dolomitic coatings on severai of the IithoclaslS. 
of eroded and redeposited calcrete cobbles with downward in the bed. Zones of carbonate nodules 
no preferred orientation. or glaebular calcretes (Netterberg 1980) also 
Soil profiles without calcrete are common (Fig. occur in the Wood Bay Group and are most 
16A). These appear as partially to completely commonly found in sediments deposited in levee 
root mottled zones, normally exhibiting a gra­ or Roodbasin environments (Moody-Stuart 1966). 
dational decrease in the intensity of bioturbation These depositional environments and glaebular 
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calcretes occur infrequently in the upper part of 
the Kapp Kjel.dsen Formation, more commonly 
in the Keltiefjellet Formation, and abundantly 
in the StjØrdalen Formation. Glaebular calcretes 
vary from a single layer of nodules (Fig. 16A) to 
zones severaJ meters thick. The zones may occur 
singly or grouped together. Nodules may be 
widely separated or closely packed. 
The calcretes were studied in standard petro­
graphic thin sections, stained and unstained, and 
by inspection of hand samples and stained slabs 
with the dissecting microscope. Thin sections and 
sJabs were stained according to the method of 
Dickson (1965). In this technique, calcite, ferroan 
calcite, dolomite, and ferroan dolornite may be 
distinguished (Fig. 16D). The calcrete horizon 
is a low ferroan calcite breccia with occasional 
fragments of high ferroan calcite and rarely fer­
roan dolornite bound together with dolomite. 
Nodules from glaebular calcretes are invariably 
Jow ferroan calcite. The calcretes are similar to 
those described by Allen (1974, 1987). The pet­
rology and a fossil soil (pedogenic) origin of the 
calcrete be ds and nodules of the Wood Bay Group 
are discussed in greater detail by Reed et al. (in 
prep.). 
Soft sediment deformation structures of Wood Bay 
Group (by W. E. Reed).-Soft-sediment deform­
ation structures occur within channel, levee and 
crevasse-splay deposits of the Kapp Kjeldsen and 
Keltiefjellet Forrnations. Flame structures, con­
volute fol.ding, clastic dikes and sandblows (Fig. 
17), and structureless zones which we believe 
represent liquefied beds were observed within the 
map area, although none of the structures were 
observed in the measured sections (Figs. 6, 7, 
9 and 10). The maximum amplitude of ftame 
structures is 20 centimeters, and amplitudes of 
convolute fol.ds range from a few centimeters 
to over a meter; eve ry gradation between the 
distinctive ftame structures and convolute folds 
occurs. 
There is no consistent fold orientation or over­
turn direction within convolute folded beds. 
Liquefied sedimentary layers tens of centimeters 
Fig. 17. Sandblow slruclure resulting from rapid dewalering of liquefied underlying sandslonc bed (al base of oUlcrop); inlrusion 
culs lhrough levee deposilS of lhe Kelliefjellel Formalion and is lruncaled by horizonlal be ds above lhe hammer. Amplilude of 
slruClures is 2.6 m; scale is shown by 50 cm long hammer. 
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in thickness occur, of ten with severai liquefied 
zones grouped closely. Clastic intrusions with 
cross-cutting relationships greater than 2 meters 
were observed at severai localities, particularly 
within the KeItiefjeliet Formation. Dineley (1960) 
and Friend (1965) sugge st that these structures 
forrned as a result of earthquake shaking. 
Grey Hoek Group 
Skam dalen Member of Gjelsvikfjellet Forma­
tion.-Holtedahl (1914ab) originally named 
strata exposed on Grey Hoek (Fig. 1), north of 
the study area, the Grey Hoek Series. Friend et 
al. (1966) renamed the Grey Hoek Series the 
Grey Hoek Formation, and more recently Mura­
shov & Mokin (1979) redefined the Grey Hoek 
Group to include the Gjelsvikfjellet, Tavlefjellet 
and Forkdalen Forrnations. According to Mura­
shov & Mokin (1979), only the Skamdalen Mem­
ber of the Gjelsvikfjellet Formation may be 
recognized in Dicksonland. We have designated 
strata overlying the Stjørdalen Formation as the 
Skamdalen Member of the Gjelsvikfjellet For­
mation on the basis of the lithologic description 
of this unit given by Murashov & Mokin (1979). 
Although they do not giv  specific locations, 
Murashov & Mokin (1979) report a thickness of 
250 m for the entire Gjelsvikfjellet Formation 
and 150 m for the Skamdalen Member of the 
Gjelsvikfjellet Formation. We measured 67.5 m 
of the Skamdalen Member on the ridge 1.4 km 
southwest of Bulmanfjellet (Fig. 18) and a 400 m 
thick section is exposed on Watsontoppen (Fig. 
19). The top of the Skamdalen is not exposed 
within the study area. 
The Skam dalen Member consists of interbed­
ded mudstone and siltstone (90%) and thin-bed­
ded sandstone (10%). Sandstones are more 
prominent in the Watsontoppen sequence (Fig. 
19) than in the section measured on Bulmanfjellet 
(Fig. 18); sandstones and mudstones form regular 
cycles. The mudstones and siltstones are pre­
dominately greenish gray and gray with occasional 
grayish red to brown layers, and contain rare 
carbonate nodules. The sands tones are greenish­
gray, fine- to medium-grained lithic arkosie 
wackes containing abundant plant debris. The 
lithologies and sedimentary structures are con­
sistent with Worsley's (1972) interpretation of 
brackish water lagoonal deposition. 
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Old Red Sandstone deposition and basin 
tectonics 
Depositional dnvironment.-Rocks of the Wood 
Bay Group com prise fiuvial, and possibly brackish 
water-marine lithofacies. Friend & Moody-Stuart 
(1972) examined regional variations in pale­
ocurrents, grain size. sand distribution and cyclo­
them thickness of the Wood Bay Group. Their 
work suggests a high-gra.dient, proximal system 
of streams in the west, contemporaneous with 
larger magnitude, lower gradient stream systems 
in the central and eastern part of the basin. Lower 
Wood Bay Group drainage in the west was gen­
erally eastward towards the center of the present 
outcrop area; paleocurrent directions in the east 
were almost excIusively northward, parallei to the 
basin axis (Friend & Moody-Stuart 1972). Based 
on the alluvial basin infilling models of Miall 
(1981) the Spitsbergen Old Red Sandstone basin 
represents a transverse fan-river system. This sys­
tem drains into a longitudinal trunk stream run­
ning north along the basin axis and emptying into 
an estuarine marine system. During deposition of 
the upper Wood Bay Group nearly all pale­
ocurrents throughout the basin were flowing north 
paralleI to the western boundary of the present 
Old Red Sandstone outcrop. This suggests the 
wearing down of a local source area to the west, 
and transition from local to regionally controlled 
drainage directions (Friend & Moody-Stuart 
1972). 
Within our study area the Wood Bay Group 
(Figs. 6, 7, 9 and 10) comprises a single large­
sea le fining-upwards (Fig. 8) sequence of fiuvial 
origin (Allen 1965; Miall 1978; Hempton 1983; 
Bluck 1986) which thins rapidly to the east (Figs. 
11 and 13). The lower part of the sequence is 
predominately low sinuosity channel deposits; the 
middle portion consists of meandering channel, 
proximal overbanf (Ievee), crevasse splay and 
distal overbank (fioodplain) deposits; the upper 
part of the sequence is predominately fioodplain 
deposits and includes pedogenic calcretes (Fig. 
16). This tining upward trend is also indicated by 
the decrease in the sandstone component of fiuvial 
cyc!othems recognized by Friend & Moody-Stuart 
(1972, Fig. 18). Terrestrial conditions ceased with 
deposition of the overlying Grey Hoek Group in 
a marginal marine environment (Worsley 1972). 
Sediments of the Wood Bay-Grey Hoek Group 
sequence refiect a progressive decrease in stream 
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maturity which is consistent with the wearing th us, a large part of the original sedimentary basin 
down of highland sediment sources to the west probably extends south under younger deposits 
and possibly to the south. (Friend & Moody-Stuart 1972). The eastern 
boundary of the Old Red Sands tone exposure is 
Character of basin margins.-Spitsbergen Old formed by the Billefjorden fault zone, considered 
Red Sandstone rocks crop out in an e10ngate to be a major tectonic lineament with repeated 
basin bounded on the east and west by basement­ episodes of activity (Harland et al. 1974; Reed et 
cutting faults. The southernmost Wood Bay­ al. 1987). Friend & Moody-Stuart (1972) see no 
Grey Hoek Group sediments exhibit distal source sedimentological or paleocurrent evidence for the 
facies and have north-directed paleocurrents; existence of the Billefjorden fault zone or an 
Thickness(m)
fault 
Mudstone, moderate red brown, very dark gray and green-Meters / ish gray. Talus suggests severai thin fine-grained 
moderate brown sandstone. 
6 5/ Interbedded siltstone, light olive gray, grayish red and . / moderate red brown and sands tone , medium to fine grained, 
moderate brown. 
3.4 Interbedded moderate red brown, grayish red and very 
dark gray mudstones and siltstones. Red mudstones con-
3.5 tain calcareous nodules (2 cm). 
__ .,./ Sandstone , greenish gray, medium grained lithic arkosie  wacke. Bed sets 10 - 15 cm., beds cm. Epsilon cross-
2.5'-.." beds. 
50 	 Interbedded grayish red and greenish gray mudstones. Red 
=.:..:'" mudstone contains nodules (l cm) near top. Beds O.l m. 
c:: 
o 	
4.5" Siltstone, moderate red brown; thin1y bedded, nodule free. .;:;III 
__ Mudstone, grayish red, containing sparse to common ca1-E .... 	 careous nadu1es ( to I cm) . 3.o 
u... 	 Interbedded grayish red mudstone with thin «O.l m) 
..... greenish gray mudstones. Nodu1e-free . 
5.5 Interbedded red mudstone, dark gray mudstone and 
.!!!.. light brown Red mudstones contain calcareous- __ 

.::.!. 
. 3 nodules near base (to 5 cm). Beds O.l to 0.3 m •
-- '" .:;; 	 Sandstone, greenish gray, fine grained lithic arkosie 
<J) wacke; very fine ly laminated. o:;
0' 
-	 16.5 Interbedded grayish red mudstone wlth calcareous nodules 





:::?E 	 Mudstone, grayish red, friable. Sparse to very abundant 
c:: grayish red ca1careous nodules ( 1 to 5 cm). ().) 	 7.0 
III"C 

E _ /'" Siltstone, light brown; seattered very thin ftne to very 

III 	 3.5 fine gray green sandstones. .::.!. 
Cl) 	 Mudstone, grayish red to light red brown, friab1e. Sparse 
4 5  dark red calcareous nodules (l cm).• 
Sandstone, greenish gray, medium grained. Bed sets 10 
cm., beds 1-2 cm.; Abundant hemispherical trace fossils. o 
Siltstone, top of Stjørdalen Formation. 
Fig. 18. Columnar section of Skamdalen memher of Gjelsvikfjellet Formation exposed on ridge 1400 m southwest of Bulmanfjellet, 
map coordinatcs : N8760700, E525440. Based on brief visit, descriptions are not complete. See Fig. 19 for location of section . 
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Fig. /9. Distribution and thicknesses of Skamdalen member of Gjdsvikfjellet Formation (Dcvonian) and Carboniferous units 
scaled from gcologic map (Fig. 3) and measured seetions (*) (Figs. 18,20.21.23 and 24). 
eastern source area during Wood Bay Group 
dcposition. We also found none of the charac­
teristics reported for previously documented 
active fault-bounded basins within our study area: 
repetitive staeking of facies or thick conglomerate 
or breccia sequences of limited lateral extent typi­
cal of fault bounded basins (Crowell 1974; Miall 
1978; Ballanee 1980) were not observed along the 
eastern margin of the Wood Bay Group exposure 
(Reed et al. 1987). 
The rapid eastward thinning of the Wood Bay 
Group and lack of evidence for an eastern source 
area suggests that the eastern basin margin was 
gently sloping to the west and tectonically inactive 
during deposition of the Wood Bay Group; 
because of rapid eastward thinning, the original 
Wood Bay Group basin margin need not have 
be en much farthcr east than the present outcrop 
edge. 
As notcd above, the western margin of the 
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Wood Bay Group exposure exhibits evidence of 
tectonic activity; the lower Wood Bay Group 
had a western source area and easterly directed 
paleocurrents; the source area was worn down 
and paleocurrents were directed northward dur­
ing uppcr Wood Bay Group deposition. The pre­
Wood Bay Group, late Silurian to earl y 
Devonian, Siktefjellet and Red Bay Groups con­
sist of conglomerate, sandstone and siltstone 
exposed along the western margin of the Old Red 
Sandstone outcrop 70 to 120 km northwest of the 
area studied (Friend 1961; Gee & Moody-Stuart 
1966). Siktefjellet and Red Bay Group lithologies 
suggest alluvial fan and source proximal ftuvial 
deposition and an uplifted, possibly fault bounded 
source area. Molluscan fossils in the Red Bay 
Group (Allen et al. 1967) indicate local marginal 
marine deposition. 
Origin of Old Red Sandstone Basin. -Basin asym­
metry is revealed by evidence for fault activity 
during deposition of Old Red Sandstone units 
along the western margin of the basin while the 
eastern margin of the basin was inactive. The 
basin asymmetry may be explained best by a half­
graben with an active faulted western margin and 
passive eastern margin (Reed et al. 1986). Exten­
sional origins also have been proposed for other 
post-Caledonian Old Red Sandstone basins (Nor­
ton 1986; Friend 1986; McClay et al. 1986). Bir­
kenmajer (1975) has sugge sted that the 
Spitsbergen Old Red Sandstone rifted basin may 
represent the failed arm of a plate triple junction 
(alaucogen), which coincided with the opening of 
a proto-Arctic Ocean. 
Mimerbukta Sandstone 
An elongated, fault-bounded outcrop of interbed­
ded quartzite and shale in east Dicksonland (Fig. 
5) has been named the Mimerbukta Sandstone by 
Friend (1961). This unit occurs directly west of 
the "high-angle thmst" (i.e., Billefjorden fault 
zone) and contains fossiIs which suggest cor­
relation with the Wood Bay and Mimer Valley 
Groups (Friend 1961). More recently, Friend et 
al. (1966) abandoned the term Mimerbukta Sand­
stone and indicated "that these rocks should be 
considered highly deformed eastern parts of both 
the Wood Bay and Mimer Valley Formations." 
We found these rocks to be lithologically distinct 
from the Wood Bay Group rocks within the study 
area. Therefore, we have retained the name 
Mimerbukta Sandstone because of the distinctive 
nature of this unit. 
Within the study area, the Mimerbukta Sand­
stone consists of interbedded fine- to medium­
grained, massive, well-cemented light gray and 
olive gray quartzite and dark green, red, and 
black siltstone and shale. These rocks oceur as 
highly deformed slices and slivers within the Bil­
lefjorden fault zone. Because of the complex 
structure and poor exposure, the total thickness 
cannot be determined but may be as much as 
1000 m. 
Carboniferous System 
Sedimentary rocks of Carboniferous age within 
the area are the Hørbyebreen and Svenbreen 
Formations of the Billefjorden Group overlain by 
the Ebbadalen and Nordenskioldbreen For­
mations of the Gipsdalen Group (Fig.5). These 
rocks range in age from early to midd le Car­
boniferous (Tournaisian to Sakmarian; Cutbill & 
Challinor 1965). 
Billefjorden Group 
The Billefjorden Group consists of the Hør­
bye breen Formation overlain by the Svenbreen 
Formation (Cutbill & Challinor 1965, Gjelberg & 
Steel 1981). 
Hørbyebreen Formation.-The Hørbyebreen 
Formation is exposed in Dicksonland along and 
west of the Billefjorden fault zone (Harland et al. 
1974, Fig. 8). Within the mapped area, patches 
of the Hørbyebreen Formation on Odellfjellet, 
Bulmanfjellet and the north end of Sentinelfjellet 
rest on Hecla Hoek and Mimerbukta Sandstone, 
whereas on Gråpiggen and Abeltoppen they rest 
on Stjørdalen and Keltiefjellet Formations (Fig. 
3). These relationships indicate an unconformity 
at the base of the Hørbyebreen Formation. 
On the slope southeast of Odellfjellet (Fig. 19) 
a 50 m thick section of Hørbyebreen Formation 
was measured (Fig. 20); the unit consists of light 
gray, pebble-cobble conglomerate overlain by 
interbedded gray to tan sandstone, black, red and 
purple siltstone and shale, and congiomerate beds 
similar to the basal conglomerate. Clasts within 
the conglomerate layers are almost entirely quartz 
and pale orange quartzite. No clasts of amphibo­
lite, the most common Hecla Hoek metamorphic 
1.5 
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rock in the area, were observed in the con­
glomerate. According to Gjelberg & Steel (1981) 
the Hørbyebreen Formation was deposited by 
west flowing braided streams derived from a 
Heela Hoek source area. 
Svenbreen Formation.-In Dicksonland the Sven­
breen Formation is exposed along and east of the 
Billefjorden fault zone (Harland et al. 1974, Fig. 
8). The Svenbreen Formation is exposed on steep 
slopes and eliffs on Trikolorfjellet directly west 
of Mittag-Lefflerbreen and between Ålandsvatnet 
and Jiiderindalen (Fig. 19), where 155 m of section 
was measured (Fig. 21). The base of the Sven­
breen Formation is not exposed in the mapped 
area. Steel & Worsley (1984) recognize a change 
in sedimentation from alluvial fan deposition 
characteristic of the Hørbyebreen Formation to 
meandering stream and floodplain deposition 
characteristic of the Sven breen Formation as a 
regional trend throughout Svalbard. 
Svenbreen Formation sediments range from 
coarse pebble conglomerates through mudstones, 
generally occurring in a series of fining upward 
sedimentary cydes. Colors vary from light olive­
gray to gray-red; tones of red and brown pre-
Meters 

50 Thickness (m) 

dominate, giving the outerop characteristic red­
bed coloration. Sandstone beds are often mod­
erately to poorly sorted, and most are wackes. 
Detrital grains range from subangular to well 
rounded, and most beds consist of moderately 
rounded grains. Clasts in Svenbreen Formation 
sandstones and conglomerates indude red, pink, 
and green quartzite, vein (polymict) quartz, with 
minor concentrations of dark lithic fragments 
(metamorphic?). Mud dasts and coal fragments 
are common. Bedding plane surfaces show abun­
dant mica. Cernents are most commonly day or 
ferruginous day, which accounts for the red color­
ation; some beds exhibit fine-grained calcite in 
the matrix. 
The lower 50 meters of the Svenbreen For­
mation exposure (Fig. 21) consists of a series of 
fining-upward cydes characterized by medium to 
fine grained sandstones with discontinuous pebble 
or cobble zones. These beds exhibit abundant cut­
and-fill structures which are of ten overlain by 
sandstones with large-scale (> 1 m) epsilon cross­
beds. These features suggest deposition by chan­
nei-dominat ed high-gradient, low-sinuosity stre­
ams (Allen 1963). The Svenbreen Formation 
paleogeographic reconstruction of Steel & 
Grey to tan sandstone. 
Black s hale . 
Interbedded grey sands tone ånd 
6.5 

















8 Grey pebble-cobble conglomerate 
( like below) . 
Tan sandstone, ripple marks • 
Covered, (dark shale ?). 
3 Tan siltY sandstone. 
Interbedded grey sands tone 




Interbedded grey sandstone and 
red and purple siltstone. 
4 
l 
Black shale, red near top and base. 
Light grey pebble-cobble conglomerate. 
Clasts of grey to tan quartzite. 
Red siltstone. 
Hecla Hoek Formation amphibolite (1). 
Fig. 20. Columnar section of 
Hørbyebreen Formation exposed 
on slope 700 m northeast of 
Odellfjellet. Descriptions based 
on brief visit. See Fig. 19 for 
1ocation of section. 
3.2 
8. 
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hasE' of Ebbadalen Form ation. 
Covered. OutcrQPS to south indicate interb eddC' d mudstone  moderate hrown37. 
(SYR 3//4) and sandstane (medium to f ine) , pale red (5YR 3/4) qUdrtz wacke. 
Sands tone (fine. ;Qecium) pa le red (5YR 3/4) (juartz wacke.1. '5 
lnterbi:!dded s.andstone (me ium fine) . pale red ( SR 6/2 to lOR 6/2) to 
oUve gray (SY 5/2) quartz wacke and mudscone. olive h lack (SY to 
12.1 	 5/2) to moderate brown (SYR abundant mic8\ silty, One s.and-
stone has wa.vy bt'dding and stru cture. 
Interbeddec: mudstone, :nodt?rate brQo;.; 1 (3YR 3/4) wi Lh jenticuLlr sandstOlW 
(medium) grayish orange (lOYR Ilt.) lO Jigbt 01 grav (SY 5/2) 
wflicke. Sands tones exh i b it dis tinet channe l 
12.0 at base. 
Mudstonet mQdet-ate brown ("YR 1/4), ab un d:mt root mote 
15.5 
quart7 dreni Ahundant 
l nt€'rb edded mudstnne , tløs; sand-
st0ne (med i um )  quartz wa,ke. Bed sees ave rage 
0.3 m. Sandstone at 
laminations and One lent j cu] ar 
(coarst") ,,·ong.lomerate at hase; pehble::.: 

to 3 Cm • •  

Interbedded sandstone ( fi ne medium) grayi s h red 1'-/2) quartz "'dekt>, very 
thinJy la:r_lnated , weatber flaggy; and siltstone, low gray (SY // 2). 
Sands tone (medi um)  red (SR /2) quartz waeke, and vellow {Sy 7/2) 
uartz waeke ; up to pink red quart7..ite grains. 
Sandstane (medium), grayish vrange 7/4) WaCKI? Grades llpward into 
6.0 
mudstone, reddish hrown (IOR !3a e unit shows cil.';;CfintinuOlls lenses 
granu les . 
3. O 
lnterbedded giltstone. light brown (SYR to SYR 6/4) wi th l'linor 
(fine to medium) reddish brown \lOR 5/1+); thinlv l am i nated . bpd sets 0.2 to 
v.3 
Sandstone (medium) (lOYR 7/4), quar tz i1renitf:; ]p:lses c,f Pl?bh}e 
conglo!T1erate in 
Mudstone, redd i s h  brown 	 (SGY 611) \ f i nely laminated. 
6.7 bed sets O. l to 0.2 m. Sandst one npar ba i?, 
fine-grained reddish brown (IOR 
6.0 	
Sands tone (medium») 7/4) quar tz w3,k0. Thin lenst' s of 
ruunded quart zi te 
I nt erb edded mu dst 0ne  6/0 and sands tone (fine to 
6. 	 .ddish brQwn (lOR waeke. Bed sets r.<tnge frorr. O.Ol to O. 
for mudstones and O.l to m for sandstont>s, 
3. O 	 Sands tone (medium). (lUve gray 4/1) quartz arenitf:'; 10% pebbles ,)f' quartzite 
as stringers along cross-beds. Bed sets Q.3 to l m.4,4 
Sandstane (medium to fine), oUve gray (SY 4/1) quartz arenlte; 1.% pink 
quar t zi 
Sands tone to medium},. grayish red nOR 4/2) quartz waeke. 
8,0 matrix; S-lO% pe bbles of rounded quartzite and vein 
cross-hedded w1th abundant cut-and-fill structures; 
of pebble c onglomerate in lower 2 m"1.7 
Sands tone (fine)" g-rayish red (lOR 4/2) quartz "'acke  ferruginous matrix; 
roassive, b10tchy weathering.. Base covered ",ith alluviurn. 
Fig. 2l.--Columnar section of upper partion Svenbreen Formation exp osed on slope 2.2 km east-northeast of Odellfjellet; map 
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Worsley (1984) suggests fiow from north to south. 
The interval from approximately 50 to 80 m 
above the base of the Sven breen Formation 
exposure consists of conformable sandstone-mud­
stone be ds with smaller scale epsilon cross-beds 
(<1 m) (paleocurrent difections were not deter­
mined), small-scale cut-a nd-fil! features, mud­
cracks and root mottling. These characteristics 
suggest more extensive levee development and 
less prominent channel proeesses. 
The interval above approximately 80 m in the 
measured section has a higher content of mud­
stones and continues to show small scale cut-and­
fill structures, root mottled sands, mud cracks on 
bedding surfaces, and small «1 m) lensoid sand 
bodies eneased in mudstone. These features sug­
gest floodplain, minor channel, crevasse-splay, 
low-gradient and high-sinuosity fiuvial deposi­
tion. 
Gipsdalen Group 
The NordenskiOldbreen and Ebbadalen For­
mations of the Gipsdalen Group are exposed 
within the area studied. 
NORTH 
North of Odellfjellet 
Jaderindalen 
Base ii;:;t exposed, 
.SI -200 
(ti Il) ,u  <Il Q)
 r100 
i,E! 2> 
scale in kilometers 
Ebbadalen Formation.-The Ebbadalen For­
mation is exposed over south Dicksonland east of 
the Billefjorden fault zone (Holliday & Cutbill, 
1972, Fig. 2; Harland et al. 1974, Fig. 8). Within 
the area of interest, the Ebbadalen Formation is 
exposed east of the Billefjorden fault zone on the 
coastal plain north of Jaderindalen, on the east 
slope of Odellfjellet and on Trikolorfjellet (Fig. 
3). The contact between the Svenbreen For­
mation and the overlying Ebbadalen Formation 
is marked by a change from predominately pale 
red and red-brown mudstone and sandstone of 
the Svenbreen Formation to yellow sandstone, 
gray shales and anhydrite beds of the Ebbadalen 
Formation. The contact is weU exposed on Tri­
kolorfjellet and where we measured section 2.0 
km northeast of Odellfjellet (Figs. 19, 23 and 
24). For mapping purposes we subdivided the 
Ebbadalen Formation into three informal mem­
bers a, b and c from bottom to tap. 
Of the 480 m of Ebbadalen Formation esti­
mated to be present on the northeast slope of 
Odellfjellet (Fig. 22) we were able to measure 





Fig. 22. Diagram of variations in thickness of members of Ebbadalen Formation. See text for nature of measurements and Fig. 
19 for locations. Abbreviations: Cs, Svenbreen Formation; Ca, Cb, Cc, Members a-c of Ebbadalen Formation; Cm, Minkinfjellet 
Member of Nordenski61dbreen Formation (exposed south of map area, Fig. 3); f·f, fault. 
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Section interrupted at ice field and vertical clif:'; unable to c omplete. 
dusky 
m;n)  
brown OOYR 2/2) arenaceOU5 pelnicrit€'. Vinely 
sets and shale parti:lgs at 1 m, 
m ediun 
O.l to m to 
(NS) '..'eathers moderate )'e110w (sy 7/6). Cros,,;-be<ds . :-)(:d 
banded. Arenaceo'JS to argl11iiceous 1l1-;,cri te. 
Interbedded siltstone-shale, dark gray {N.3) > finel)' 1ilminH.ted dnd 
stone (f ine). olive grav (SY 411). Equal proportions
Lirneston(:'  dusk)' yel10w broy:n (lOYR 2/2) ar enaceous pe lbiomicrite, 
lnterheddecl si ltsr-one-shale, dArk gu!';, (N3), 
oltve black (SY 2/1). Beds average O.l TIl or 
s ton e and shale. 
llme,:;tone, :nedluTI! dark gray (NL)+ mi critic , Bp8rst' 
Sandstone (mediem to fine) . lwd<;>rate Yf:'llowish 
('r()s s-Iaminated  bed sets 0.05 to 0.i5 
lnterbeddeJ siltstone. oUve blaCk {Sy:un 
moderate yellowish ( lOYR 5/4) and 
wacke. ?arallel lami:1ations, bed st'ts 
c ommon to abundant in lower portfon. 
SandstoT:e (lfedium)  grayish yellQw 
B all-anJ -pill aw structure at ha,,€'. 
(JOYR S/!;) 
Shal€>. black Un}, fine y :aminated and f ssih'. aht.ndant 
lf,terbeJded sandstC>:1e ( fine to ;ned ( u ) .  grayish 
stale, hlack (N1), a::,uGddnt cl:aly 
acco n nts for 60% of Jnlt. 
Sandstc>ne (fine) gray ish orangp (10YR 7/1:;) quartz 
0.1 to 0.5 TI!. 
Shale. black (NI), fissile, coaly. 
Sands tone (finl;:' to m('dium) mnde ratl? yellowish brown {lOYR 'jl! } dnd 
(lOYR 7/L) quartz wackes quartz 
beds, l\)w angle « 100) wedge cross bedg of unit. 
0.2 SiltsLone, rr,edillm gr ay (N4). fissile. 
Rl pp I..: 
4.5 Sandstor:,,-  (fine (o tvecium) mode rate vptlowish hrown ( I  OY R S/!..) tt-, griwi:-1h llrilng(-
{lOYR 7/4) quartz w.acke. Paral 
7.0 
Interbl dc{:d silt.stone and Sb,lIt?, d ar'o( 
Fine y laminated. sets up lp O. 
Sandstone (finE» . gravlsh vel:ow (5  
parti ngs near top. 
9,0 InterbedJed shale. 
ypllowisb gray (5Y 
Ul Covered. 
l.0 Sands tone (medium) 
0-10 Anhydrite. 
Top of 
,in-nite, P"rail",l 1 
seams; ;.Jnd s,ml:s n:le (meclu:n), 
CL 3 m, 
laminat lans. 
Fig, 23. Columnar section of lower porlion of member a of Ebbadalen Formation exposed on slope 2,6 km northeast of Odellfjellet; 
map coordinates: N8759240, E528870 to N8759260, E528830, See Fig. 19 for location of section. 
present a detailed section of Ebbadalen For­ trates the approximate thicknesses of the mem­
mation measured on Odellfjellet and Holliday bers of the Ebbadalen Formation at the following 
& Cutbill (1972) present a measured section on locations: north end of Trikolorfjellet; south-fac­
Trikolorfjellet south of our area. Figure 22 illus- ing slope directly north of Ålandsvatnet; north­
u.. 






4.0 Anhydrite. very light gray (N8). irregular nodtllar (?) structuro with med septae. 
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rtdckness (m)
Meters Top covered with talus. 
Sandstone (fine). dark reddish brown (lOR "J!t..) quart  lith!c wacke. Calcareous. 
Cl 
Oi 
.o 16.') Sandstone (fin", to coarse). dart:. reddish h row n (lOR 3/4) sublithic waeke. Tlliol)'E 
ID 	 Jaminated and :1aggy; bedding surfaces, Interb",ds of 
pebble ('onglomeratc. are vein quartz. red qU<I-rtzite. 
hornfeis. Calcareous. 0.5 to l.0 m. 
6.0 lnterbedded siltstone. moderate reddish brown (lOR 4/f.,), th inly laminated, with 
sandStane ( fine ). dark yellowish orange (lDYR 6/6) quartz wacke. and anhydrite. 
0-1.5 Anhydrite below}. Lenticular. 











8.7. Interbeddecl anhydrite belew) and siltstone, gray (N)}, mass ive to fissile. 
9. O Sandstone 
(SYR 
to very fine). f:"lodera tp brown {4YR 4/4 to SYR 3/4) and oinkish gray 
wacke, lithic arkosie wacke and sublithic quartz arenite. 
8-li white (N9) weatbers yellow gray (SY 8/1)  irregular nodular ('?) structure 
6. '7 Sandstone (fine), oUve gray {SY 5/2) quartz arenite. Thinly laminated to wavy 
.Cl bedded. bed sets 
Q; 
.o 
E Mudstt'me (poor outerep, 80% c:overe d) grayish red (lOR and brownish ()YR VI). 
<Il 
 1..  O Anhydri te (as be low). 
ro 
Ll U:l?S tone , rr:ediurn dark poorly washed bi,(ln:icrite or brachinpod.a 
.a 
UJ spirws. braC'hiopod 
9. 	 Interbedded yellow gray (SY 8/1), nodular, siltstone. and sands tone (fine) 
grayish 7/1..); thil11y laminated  bed sets 1),01 to 0.03 m. 
1.7 Lioestone  olive gray {Sy 411L pelbinmicrite. 
J.8 Anhydrite. white {N9)  weathers to tellow gray (SY 8/1). nodulaT  as below, 
Interbedded 	 mudstone, dark (N1) > weathe-rs to y."l1ow + and sands tone 
(f ine). grayish orange 7/4) quartl: areni t. . 
2.4 !-Iu dstone  dark gray (N3). fissile  eoaly fragments abundant; possibl,y saliferous. 
3,6 Anhydrite. white (N9). irreglIlar nodular (?) strllcture ...,l-:..h :uud Sf.'j)tae. 
7.2 	 Sands tone (medium to fine), mediucl gray (NS). weathers or-ange (lOYR 7/4). 
Hud c1as ts common in some zones. Th inly laminated . sets O. l to 0.15 m. 
(N9) weathers to yellow­ (SY 8/1). n:assive to nodular (1).
4.5 disconformable sandstone to me-dimn) grayish orange (lOYR 7/4) 
quartz waeke. 
2.S. Mudstone, yello-w gny (Sy 8/1) grad ing up-ward to medium bluish gray (5S 5/1)  massive, 
calcareous. 
- 'Limestone, brownish black (5YR. 211) biomicr:ite. Hassively bedded near base grading 
2.7 
'<":,,:.,,:.:., 
up'Ward to thinly laminated.!':i :: 
Sandston€: (medium to coarse). (Nn quartz arenite. Pebble conglomerate 
at base: of uni t. Low angle -wcdge cross-laminat ion. 
Base covered with talus. 
Fig. 24. Columnar section of middle portion of Ebbadalen Fonnation cxposed directly south of Jåderindalen; map coordinates: 
N8760030, E528540 to N8759720, E52834(). Sec Fig. 19 for location of section. 
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east slope of Odellfjellet, west of Ålandsvatnet 
fault; on the coastal plain directly north of 
Jåderindalen (Fig. 19). The thickness of member 
b on the northeast slope of Odellfjellet was 
measured (Fig. 24), and the other thicknesses 
were scaled from the geologic map (Fig. 3). 
The total thickness of the Ebbadalen Forrnation 
ranges from 540 to 780 m. The thickness of the 
formation and the middle member in particular, 
thin northward from Trikolorfjellet across the 
area (Fig. 22), suggesting that, of the Ebbadalen 
Formation localities studied, Trikolorfjellet is 
dosest to the depocenter. From Ålandsvatnet 
to the northeast slope of Odellfjellet the lower 
member thickens as the middle member thins 
(Fig. 22), thus, thinning of the anhydritic middle 
member may be due to depositional topography. 
A discordance in attitudes (Fig. 3) suggests an 
angular unconformity between Ebbadalen For­
mation, member a and the underlying Svenbreen 
Formation. Member a contains sandstones, silt­
stones, coaly shales and fossiliferous limestones. 
From a distance, the lower Ebbadalen Formation 
appears prominently on hillsides as distinct buff 
and black bands because of the color contrast 
between the interbedded yellow-gray sands tones 
(50%), black coaly shales and siltstones (35%) 
and gray fossiliferous limestones and anhydrite 
(15%). 
The lower Ebbadalen Formation sands are 
un like those of the Svenbreen Formation below 
and consist of fine- to medium- grained, mod­
erately to poorly sorted quartz wackes. The Ebba­
dalen Formation sandstones are white or light 
gray to pale yellow, and do not exhibit the red­
brown ferruginous cement common to the Sven­
breen Formation. Fine pebble conglomerates are 
rare; the dasts are intraformational and almost 
exdusively buff colored very fine sandstone or 
siltstone. Colored quartzite grains, prominent in 
the Sven breen Formation, are absent or present 
in only trace amounts in lower Ebbadalen For­
mation sands. Megascopic examination revealed 
that mica, feidspar, minor dark lithic grains 
(metamorphic?), and coal fragments are the 
major non-quartz constituents of these rocks. 
Most of the lower Ebbadalen Formation sand­
stones have a day matrix; some of the better 
sorted sandstones lack any significant matrix and 
are cemented with calcite. 
Sandstones within the lower Ebbadalen For­
mation exhibit fine parallei laminations, ripple 
cross-lamination, low-angle wedge, and small-
scale «1 m) epsilon cross-bedding. The sand­
stones are interbedded with black to medium 
gray, olive· gray, fissile, organic-rich siltstone­
shale beds (Fig. 23). Fossiliferous marine lime­
stones about 85 m above the base of the Ebba­
dalen Formation (Fig. 23) are yellow gray, yellow 
brown and medium dark gray arenaceous pel­
micrites and argillaceous micrites. 
This sedimentary sequence displays charac­
teristics of a low relief ftuvial to paludal regime 
with shallow, low-gradient, levee-bound dis­
tributaries or tidal channels meandering over 
delta-plains or coastal marshes (cf. Dickinson et 
al. 1972; Howard & Reineck 1972). Gjelberg & 
SteeI (1981) suggest that the lower Ebbadalen 
Formation is characterized by shallow marine 
sandstones and delta deposits. 
Member b, middle Ebbadalen Formation is 
predominantly anhydrite (50%) and saliferous 
mudstone (20%) with subordinate sandstone 
(20%) and limestone (10%) (Fig. 24). The top 
and bottom of the anhydrite beds are generally 
smooth and regular, but internal lamination 
within the se zones is irre gular to chaotic forming 
"birds-eye" structures. Surface weathering has 
altered the anhydrite to punky, brownish-gray 
gypsum. 
Clastic rocks of the midd le member tend to be 
dark gray when fresh, weathering to orange. 
Mineralogic composition. texture and sorting of 
the sandstones and siltstones is similar to the lower 
Ebbadalen Formation, except the middle member 
has a higher percentage of carbonate, gypsum or 
anhydrite. Mudstones in the middle member are 
dark gray to brownish black and reddish brown to 
grayish red; some appear to be saliferous. 
Marine limestones in the midd le Ebbadalen 
Formation vary from dark gray, very fine-grained 
(micritic) limestones having a distinct petro1-
iferous odor when freshly broken, to light gray, 
richly fossiliferous biomicrites or biosparites 
(Folk 1959). These limestones contain brachiopod 
spines and fragments, and are commonly poorly­
washed, suggesting a lack of current winnowing 
of the organic detritus. The anhydrites may rep­
resent supratidal sabkha deposits (Kendall & 
Skipwith 1969; Kinsman 1969) and the interbed­
ded sandstones and mudstones also may be of 
subtidal to intertidal origin. Gjelberg & SteeI 
(1981) suggest that the upper part of the Ebba­
dalen Formation is dominated by alluvial fan, 
sabkha and lagoonal deposition with periodic 
marine transgressions. 
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Member c, upper Ebbadalen Formation out­
crops (Fig. 24) are pale red pebble conglomerates 
with well-rounded clasts of vein quartz, red 
quartzite and dark lithic grains, interbedded with 
very fine- to coarse-grained sandstones. The sand­
stone beds and the sandstone matrix of the con­
glomerates are dark reddish brown quartz wackes 
with subrounded to rounded, fine to coarse grains. 
The matrix material is ferruginous to calcareous 
clay. Member c (Pyramiden Conglomerate of 
McWhae 1953, Fig. 1) grades south (Fig. 22) into 
the upper part of member b (Pass age Beds of 
McWhae 1953). Gjelberg & Steel (1981) suggest 
that the up per portion of the Ebbadalen For­
mation was deposited as alluvial fans. 
NordenskiOldbreen Formation.-The Nordenski­
Oldbreen Formation is exposed over much of 
Dicksonland on both sides of the Billefjorden 
fault zone south of the area of interest (Harland 
et al. 1974, Fig. 8). Marine limes tone of the 
Nordenskioldbreen Formation rests on the Ebba­
dalen Formation on Trikolorfjellet directly 
southwest of the area studied and on the Hør­
bye breen Formation on Abeltoppen and Grå­
piggen within the area studied (Fig. 19) (Harland 
et al. 1974, Fig. 8) which indicates a major uncon­
formity at the base of the Nordenskioldbreen 
Formation. The small exposures of Norden­
ski6ldbreen Formation on the summits of Abel­
toppen and Gråpiggen were not visited during the 
present investigation. 
Quaternary deposits-geomorphology 
Active glaciers and the position of the area on 
the coast of Austfjorden have led to a complex 
Quaternary history reflected in glacial, lacustrine, 
alluvial, and marine deposits. 
Marine sands and wave cut terraces 
Dissected grave l , sand, and silt which contain 
pelecypod and gastropod shells are exposed near 
the mouths of Zeipeldalen and Jåderindalen (Fig. 
3). These marine deposits and wave-cut terraces 
are most prominent on the coast directly south 
of Zeipeldalen and mark previously higher sea 
leveIs. The younger marine deposits below an 
elevation of about 40 m are differentiated from 
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older deposits at elevations of 40 to 90 m. The 
most obvious raised beach in our area occurs at 
an ave rage elevation of 40 m near the contact 
between the upper and lower marine deposits 
directly south of Zeipeldalen. 
This may correspond to 11,000 year old raised 
beachs on the north coast of Spitsbergen (Sal­
vigsen & Osterholm 1982) and 10,000 to 13,000 
year old late Weichselian marine limit raised 
beaches on the west coast of Spitsbergen (Forman 
1990). Other radiocarbon dates from beach 
deposits in northern Spitsbergen below the 40 m 
level range from 7530 to 10,050 years, whereas 
the highest beach ridge terrace occurs at an elev­
ation of about 80 m and was dated at 43.340 ± 
1600 years (Salvigsen & Osterholm 1982). 
Olacial Deposits and Land/orms 
The elongate low hill of sand and gravel where 
Overgangshytta is situated (Fig. 3) is a recent 
terminal moraine of Mittag-Lefflerbreen located 
about 400 m beyond the present edge of the 
glaeier . This advance and a period when Mittag­
Lefflerbreen was thicker are marked by fresh 
exposures ofCarboniferous bedrock in steep eIiffs 
on the east slope of Odellfjellet. These exposures 
of bedrock, forrned by glacial scouring of talus, 
occur as far north as a line extending southwest 
along the axis of the moraine to the mountain 
front. The moraine at Overgangshytta must post­
date previous high stands of sea leve!, because 
the moraine only has been modified by surf action 
at present sea leve!. Based on the age deter­
minations report ed by Salvigsen & Osterholm 
(1982), the high stands may be as much as 7530 
years old. The maximum advance of Mittag-Lef­
Ilerbreen marked by the Overgangshytta moraine 
may correspond to the maximum Holocene exten­
sion for Svalbard glaeiers at about 1900 A.D. 
described by Salvigsen & Osterholm (1982). 
Other glaciers oceur at the south edge of the 
area. Isolated patches of glacial moraine occur 
within tributary canyons where the re are no active 
glaciers. The U-shaped valleys, and glacial striae 
and chattermarks on bedrock exposed in these 
valleys and on the coastal plain north of Jad­
erindalen also indicate that glaeiers were pre­
viously more extensive. Salvigsen & Osterholm 
(1982) describe the history, extent and direction 
of movement of glaciers in northern Spitsbergen, 
70 km north of the area studied. 
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Lake and delta deposits 
Ålandsvatnet is dammed by Mittag-Leffterbreen; 
strand lines to an elevation of 150 m around 
Ålandsvatnet mark previously higher levels of 
the lake forrned when Mittag-Lefflerbreen was 
thicker and forrned a higher dam. This higher 
lake leve! also is represented by extensive dis­
sected lake and delta gravel, sand and silt exposed 
on the margins of Ålandsvatnet (Figs. 3 and 25). 
According to Liestøi (1956) the levels of glacier 
dammed lakes are usually unstable. 
Talus deposits and landslide debris 
At many locations bedding planes in apparently 
in situ bedrock have been deformed by creep 
so that reliable attitudes are difficult to obtain; 
contacts between in situ bed rock affected by creep 
and talus are of ten difficult to locate. Talus 
deposits obscure bed rock exposure over about 
30% of the area studied. Actively forming talus 
cones oceur on the east slope of Odellfjellet, 
where the previous advance of Mittag-Lef­
flerbreen removed older talus and cut a steep 
slope. Talus cones with a peculiar stepped mor­
phology similar to rock glaciers described by 
Swett et al. (1980) occur within the area studied. 
These stepped talus cones on ly oceur around 
Ålandsvatnet (Fig. 25) and may be related to 
variations in lake leve!. A landslide involving the 
Skamdalen Member of the Gjelsvikfjellet For­
mation and the Stjørdalen Formation occurs on 
the northwest side of Ålandselva (Fig. 3). 
Alluuium 
Older, dissected alluvium which consists of fine 
sand and silt occurs on the margins of the major 
valleys and on the coastal plain north of Jad­
erindalen. Holocene alluvium, comprised of sand 
and gravel, overlies older alluvium in active alluv­
ial fans and occurs in major stream channels dis­
secting the older alluvium. 
Beach and tidal flat deposits 
Beach deposits on the coast of Austfjorden consist 
of sand and gravel. Tidal flat deposits composed 
of silt and clay occur in estuaries at the mouths 
of Jaderindalen and Zeipeldalen. 
Structural geology 
The geologic structure consists of faults and folds 
(Figs. 3 and 26) described from west to east in the 
following general sequence: 1. structures only in 
Devonian Old Red Sandstone rocks, 2. structures 
in both Devonian Old Red Sandstone and Car­
boniferous rocks, 3. structures in only Car­
boniferous rocks. 
Fig. 25. View o[ Balliolbreen [ault 
(Ba) west of Odellfjellet [rom 
Ålandselva. Heela Hoek gneiss on 
right (east) against old Red 
Sandstone on left (west). Stepped 
talus cones (STC) in midd le right; 
dissected Quaternary lacustrine 
sediments in foreground. 
----







The Tromma fault (Fig. 26) trends northeast in 
the western portion of the area, dips 82° NW and 
shows 100 m of reverse separation on the Kapp 
Kjeldsen-Keltiefjellet Formation contact exposed 
on the north slope of Tromma. 
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Nathorstdalen Fault 
The Nathorstdalen fault (Fig. 26) is exposed on 
the north side of Nathorstdalen and strikes 
approximatelyeast-west. It displaces K app Kjeld­
sen Formation on the south against K eltiefjellet 
Formation on the north with a minimum strati­
graphic throw of 1700 m, down to the north at 
the west edge of the area. The fault is not exposed 
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Fig, 26, Structural features in area studied along and west of Billefjorden faul! zone. Location is shown on Fig, 2, 
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east of the canyon which drains the south side of 
Abeltoppen; the fault may continue east beneath 
Quaternary deposits. Changes in fauJt attitude 
across the Sophus Liefjellet anticline (Fig. 26) 
indicate the fault has been folded. The western 
portion . of the fault shows normal separation, 
whereas the eastern end of the fault has reverse 
separation. 
liiderindalen Fault Zone 
The 1aderindalen fault zone consists of an east­
west trending zone of parallei and branching faults 
up to 300 m wide in Old Red Sandstone rocks 
exposed on the north side of Jåderindalen. Indi­
vidual fault strands dip 45° to 800S, and reverse 
separation varies from about 240 to 420 m. The 
Jåderindalen fault zone is truncated by the Zei­
peldalen fault on the west and is not seen east of 
the Karnakfjellet fault, and thus appears to pre­
date movement on the Billefjorden fault zone. 
Billefjorden Fault Zone 
The principal structural feature within the map­
ped area (Fig. 3) is the Billefjorden fault zone 
consisting of a 2-4 km wide zone of parallei to 
branching faults; the average trend of the fault 
zone is N4°W. The BiJiefjorden fault zone is best 
exposed in Ålandselva (Figs. 25, 27 and 28). The 
names given by Harland et al. (1974, Fig. 8) have 
been applied to individual fault strands (Figs. 3 
and 26). Within the fault zone slivers of Hecla 
Hoek basement rock occur between the south 
edge of the area and 1aderindalen, and on the 
coast north of Zeipel.dalen. 
Balliolbreen Fault.-The Balliolbreen fault, the 
major strand of the Billefjorden fault zone, dis­
places Hecla Hoek basement rocks on the east 
againstDevonian Old Red Sands tone on the west. 
North of Jåderindalen the Balliolbreen fault may 
be cut by the younger Ålandsvatnet fault and 
reappear on the coast north of Zeipeldalen as the 
western boundary of the Hecla Hoek (Figs. 3 and 
26). Well exposed fauIt surfaces on both sides of 
Ålandselva (Figs. 25, 27 and 28) dip an average 
of 6SOE. 
The trace of the contact between the Hør­
byebreen Fonnation and Hecla Hoek rocks on 
the ridge north east of Odellfjellet (Fig. 3) is fairly 
straight across rugged terrain. Although the Hør­
byebreen Formation was deposited there against 
a sea rp in Hecla Hoek rocks along the Bal­
liolbreen fault, no fragments of schist, gneiss or 
amphibolite ty pica I of the Hecla Hoek occur in 
the Hørbyebreen Formation. South of this 
exposure on Odellfjellet the Hørbyebreen For­
mation lies unconformably across the Balli­
olbreen fault. The contact between the 
Hørbyebreen Formation and Hecla Hoek on the 
north slope of Sentinelfjellet has about 40 m of 
relief across the Balliolbreen fault; it is not clear 
whether the Hørbyebreen Formation on Sen­
tinelfjellet is displaced by the Balliolbreen fault. 
The 6° and 15° dips within the Hørbyebreen For­
mat ion on Odellfjellet (Fig. 3) yield apparent dips 
Fig. 27. Vicw of Billefjorden fault 
zone along north side of 
Ålandselva Hecla Hoek gneiss . 
(hh) in center against Old Red 
Sandstone on Icft (west) along 
Ball iolbre en fault (Ba). 
Ebbadalen Formation 
(Carboniferous) (Cc) on right 
(east) against Hecla Hoek gneiss 
along Odcllfjellct fault (Od). 
Light patches are slivcrs of 
Mimerbukta Sandstone along 
Odellfjellct fault. Stepped talus 
cones (STC) a rc shown on shorc 
of Ålandsvatnct. 
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Sentinelfjellet 
to the east, normal to the Balliolbreen fault of 4° 
and 2°, respectively. Thus, if the Hørbyebreen 
Formation was originally horizontal, the Bal­
liolbreen fault would have dipped about 61° to 
63°E on Odellfjellet prior to deposition of the 
HØrbyebreen Formation. 
Rocks within the fault zone are easily eroded 
and not well exposed, and over most of its length 
the trace of the Balliolbreen fault is covered with 
talus or is inaccessible on steep slopes partially 
covered with snow and ice. Thus, the entire width 
of the fault zone is not available for inspection; 
exposures of fault gouge consisting of dark gray 
day, silt and angular fine- to medium-grained 
sand occur along the fault. Observations of 
unfractured rocks on opposite sides of the fault 
reveal that the maximum width of the fault zone 
varies from 30 to 100 m. 
Table 1 summarizes data on displacement vec­
tors observed on fault surfaces in Heda Hoek 
rocks on the south side of Ålandselva in the 
hanging wall of the Balliolbreen fault (Fig. 28). 
These were the only displacement vectors seen 
along the Balliolbreen and other faults, and do 
not reveal a consistent slip direction. 
The base of the Devonian Old Red Sandstone 
is not exposed within the area and, aside from 
the slivers of Mimerbukta Sandstone along the 
Odellfjellet fault, no Devonian rocks are known 
in the region east of the Balliolbreen fault (Fig. 
1). Gravity data suggest a maximum of 4 km of 
Fig. 28. View of Balliolbreen fault 
(Ba) on north slope of 
Sentinelfjellet; Hecla Hoek gneiss 
on left (east) faulted against Old 
Red Sandstone on right (west). 
Displacement vectors listed on 
Table 1 are from this exposurc. 
vertical separation on the top of Heda Hoek 
basement rock (Harland et al. 1974). 
Harland (1969, 1978), Harland et al. (1974) and 
Harland & Gayer (1972) have suggested that 200-
1000 km of left-slip occurred on the Billefjorden 
fault zone, principally on the Balliolbreen fault 
(Harland et al. 1974), following deposition of the 
Devonian Old Red Sandstone. This interpret­
ation is based on the nature and distribution of 
Heda Hoek Series in Spitsbergen and equivalent 
rocks in other portions of the Arctic. Harland et 
al. (1974) have suggested that this major left-slip 
explains the absence of Old Red Sandstone east 
of the fault zone. However, our isopach maps of 
the Keltiefjellet (Fig. 11) and StjØrdalen For­
mations (Fig. 13) indicate a rapid west to east 
thinning of these Old Red Sandstone units such 
that they may never have been present in western 
Ny Friesland (Fig. 1). Jf the other Old Red Sand­
stone units similarly thin to the east, the absence 
of Old Red Sandstone in Ny Friesland may be 
explained without major displacement on the Bal­
Iiolbreen fault (Reed et al. 1987). As discussed 
above, the rapid eastward thinning may be the 
result of pinching out of sedimentary units against 
the tectonically inactive east margin of the Old 
Red Sandstone half-graben. 
Zeipeldalen Fault.-The Zeipeldalen fault, the 
westernmost strand of the Billefjorden fault zone, 
can be traced from southeast of Zeipeldalen to 
42"E. 
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Table 1, Displacement vectors observed on fault surfaces in Hecla Hoek rocks on hanging wall of Balliobreen fault on south side 
of Ålandselva (Fig, 27), 
Location 
(distanee Attitude Inferred 
from fault) of surface Displacement vector Rake slip 
20 cm Nl7'W 64°E Polished, slickensides and 53'S left-reverse 
mullions spaced 4--10 cm, 
Possible striations, 30 N right -reverse 
20 cm NlOcE 59"E Slickensided surface with O' right or left 
striations spaced 1-2 mm, 
1m N2°E 68°E Prominent striations spaced 85'S left-reverse 
1-2 mm and mullions spaced 
2-4 cm, 
O.5m N13'W 54'E Striations spaced lmm, O' right 
chatter marks perpendicular 
to striations indicate right-slip, 
<1m N8'W 64°E Smooth surface with striations 80 N right-reverse 
spaced 2-4 mm, 
<1m N33°E 66'E Smooth surface with 2C>N right or lett 
striations, 
<1m N9'E 47'E Smooth surface with strations 58°N right-reverse 
spaced 1-2mm. 
Striations spaced ,5-1 mm lOS right or left 
<.5m N°2W 68'E Smooth surface with stnations n'N right-reverse 
spaced 1-3 mm, 
the southern edge of the area. Topographic 
expression along much of the fault suggests dips 
of 70o-75°E; a 62°E dip was observed in outcrop 
directly north of Ålandsvatnet. Vertical sep­
aration between equivalent stratigraphic units 
reverses along the fault, because fault separation 
is about the same as the amplitude of adjacent 
folds (Crowell, 1959, discusses this type of 
relationship) . 
Kamakfjellet Fault.-On Odellfjellet the Kar­
nakfjellet fault displaces Hørbyebreen Formation 
on the east against Old Red Sandstone on the 
west with about 240m of normal separation. The 
nature of the pre-Hørbyebreen displacement on 
the Karnakfjellet fault is indeterminate, because 
the relative ages of the Mimerbukta Sandstone 
east of the fault and Old Red Sandstone west of 
the fault are unknown. The curve in the trace of 
the Karnakfjellet fault as it crosses Ålandselva 
suggests a dip of about Dips of 39° and 
400E were measured on the Kamakfjellet fault on 
Bulmanfjellet (Fig. 26). Exposures of unbroken 
rocks on opposite sides of the fault indicate that 
the maximum width of the fault zone is 100 m. 
Odellfjellet Fault.-Carboniferous strata of the 
Ebbadalen and Svenbreen Formations on 
Odellfjellet dip an average of 25°W into the 
Odellfjellet fault. The Odellfjellet fault is poorly 
exposed, but the slight curve in the fault trace 
directly north of Ålandsvatnet suggests a dip of 
about 60oW, and reverse separation. North of 
Jiiderindalen the Odellfjellet fault appears to be 
cut off by the younger Ålandsvatnet fault. Car­
boniferous strata of similar age are not exposed 
on opposite sides of the Odellfjellet fault, as the 
upper portion of the Hørbyebreen and lower por­
tion of the Svenbreen Formations do not crop 
out; thus, the total stratigraphic separation on 
these rocks is unknown, but the minimum is 
approximately 1800 m. 
Ålands vatnet Fault.-Carboniferous strata are 
downdropped 450 to 550 m along the Ålandsvat­
net fault, which dips 44°E and has normal sep­
aration. North of Jaderindalen the Ålandsvatnet 
fault is inferred to be the contact between Old 
Red Sandstone and Carboniferous rocks on the 
coast east of Bulmanfjellet. 
Folds and Minor Thrust Faults 
Dips are steep to overturned and folds are closely 
spaced in Devonian strata directly west of the 
Billefjorden fault zone; farther west the folds are 
more widely spaced and be ds are not overturned. 
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Old Red Sandstone strata in the area bounded by 
the Karnakfjellet, Zeipeldalen and Jaderindalen 
faults are folded into two anticlines and a faulted 
syneline (Figs. 3, 26 and 29). The fold axes trend 
N300E to N400E and intersect the Billefjorden 
fault zone at 30° to 40° (Fig. 26). South of 
Odellfjellet the overturned antieline in the Kapp 
Kjeldsen Formation parallels the Billefjorden 
fault zone. The trend of fold axes abruptly 
changes north of the Jaderindalen fault on Bul­
manfjellet, where axes trend NsoE to N4SoW and 
either parallei or intersect a strand of the Bil­
lefjorden fault zone at angles of up to 3SO. 
Strata in the faulted syncline exposed on the 
south side of Jaderindalen (Fig. 3) are cut by 
thrust faults with separations not exceeding a few 
hundred meters. In this area the calcrete horizon 
at the base of the Stjørdalen Formation defines 
severai complex, overturned folds; these sub­
sidiary folds parallei the synclinal axis, whereas 
the structure of the adjacent anticlines is less 
complex. The ftanks of the anticlines are steeply 
dipping to overturned; minor thrust faults were 
not observed, and minor folds similar to those 
within the syncJinal area are less common. Minor 
thrust faults, trend ing N1soE to NSooE, also occur 
in the Stjørdalen and Keltiefjellet Formations 
along the Zeipeldalen fault, whereas thrusts were 
not seen in the Kapp Kjeldsen Formation. Con­
trasts in the competency of the rocks may explain 
these different structural styles. 
Fig. 29. View of syncJine and 
faulted antidine in area of faulted 
and folded Stjørdalen and 
Keltiefjellet Formations of 
Devonian Wood Bay Group along 
south side of Jiiderindalen. 
Folds along the Zeipeldalen fault and in the 
western portion of the area have variable trends 
(Fig. 26). The Sophus Liefjellet anticline trends 
N12°E and plunges 6° to 14°S from the south 
slope of Sophus Liefjellet to the south side of 
Nathorstdalen. The Overgang shytta anticline 
trends NSOW, subparallel to the Billefjorden fault 
zone, and plunges an average of isoN in the 
Ebbadalen Formation exposed on the coastal 
plain north of Jaderindalen. Open folds in the 
Ebbadalen Formation on the coast directly south 
of Zeipeldalen trend NsoE to N2S°E. Structures 
in this area are difficult to define because of 
relatively flat dips and low angle cross-beds. 
Tectonic his tory 
Our detailed mapping and stratigraphie studies 
(Reed et al. 1986, 1987) lead to the following 
tectonic history: 
1. Distribution of lithofacies and thicknesses 
suggest that the Old Red Sandstone was deposited 
in a half-graben with a tectonically active west 
margin and inactive eastern margin (Reed et al. 
1986). 
2. Large horizontal or vertical displacement on 
the Billefjorden fault zone is not required to 
explain the absenee of Devonian rocks on Ny 
Friesland east of the Billefjorden fault zone 
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because of rapid eastward pinchout of Devonian 
Old Red Sandstone units against the west sloping 
inactive half-graben margin (Reed et al. 1987). 
3. Structural relationships indicate that the east­
west trending Jaderindalen fault and most likely 
the Nathorstdalen fault were active prior to for­
mation of the north-south trending Billefjorden 
fault zone and Sophus Liefjellet anticline. 
4. The relative ly shallow (39°-68°) dip of indi­
vidual fault strands and the 61° to 63° dip of 
the Balliolbreen fault prior to deposition of the 
Carboniferous Hørbyebreen Formation are more 
characteristic of reverse-slip than strike-slip. Fold 
axes and thrust faults with maximum separations 
of a few hundred meters trend from N400E to 
N45°W. This nonuniform, arcuate orientation of 
fold axes and minor thrust faults along the Bil­
lefjorden fault zone (Fig. 26) also suggests com­
pression rather than major strike-slip (Lamar et 
al. 1986). Structures in Mesozoic strata along the 
Billefjorden fault zone south of Sassenfjorden 
(Fig. l) also indicate compression normal to the 
fault zone (Haremo et al. 1990). 
5. Reverse-slip on the Balliolbreen fault and 
associated falding in Old Red Sandstone rocks, 
occurred prior to deposition of the Carboniferous 
Hørbyebreen Formation. 
6. Following deposition of Carboniferous 
strata, reverse separation occurred on the 
Odellfjellet fault and the Ebbadalen Formation 
on the coast north of Jaderinda\en was folded. 
This was followed by normal separation on the 
Ålandsvatnet and Karnakfjellet faults. 
The principal evidence for the major sinistral 
strike-slip proposed by Harland (1969, 1978) and 
Harland & Gayer (1972) is the character and 
distribution of pre-Old Red Sands tone HecIa 
Hoek and equivalent rocks. Thus, major 
Devonian and post-Devonian sinistral steike-slip 
are not required; our investigation of structural 
and stratigraphic relations do not indicate major 
Devonian and post-Devonian sinistral strike-slip. 
On the west coast, 100 km west of the Billefjorden 
fault zone, Ratliff et al. (1987) report evidence 
for dextral strike-slip in Ordovician rocks which 
is also inconsistent with previous models of large­
scale sinistral strike-slip in western Spitsbergen 
(Harland & Wright 1979). Although evidence for 
Devonian and post Devonian st rike-slip is not 
convincing, the long straight trace of the Bil­
lefjorden fault zone and severe shattering of 
Hecla Hoek rocks along the west coast of Ny 
Friesland (Harland et al. 1974) could be explained 
by post-HecIa Hoek, pre-Old Red Sandstone 
strike-slip (Lamar et al. 1986; MacWhae, 1986; 
Reed et al. 1987). This faulting could have formed 
a zone of weakness that con troll ed the location 
of the late Devonian and post Carboniferous 
faulting along the Billefjorden fault zone and the 
eastern edge of the early to middle Devonian half­
graben depositional basin (Reed et al. 1986,1987). 
Although we disagree with Harland et al. (1974) 
on some aspects of the timing and sense of move­
ment, we agree that the Billefjorden fault zone 
has had a remarkably long and varied history of 
movement. 
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